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Mechanics of Rating 

The procedures on page 2 are to be used in rating papers for this examination. More detailed directions 
for the organization of the rating process and procedures for rating the examination are included in the 
Information Booklet for Scoring the Regents Examination in United States History and Government. 
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UNITED STATES HISTORY AND GOVERNMENT 
 

Rating the Essay Question 

(1) Follow your school’s procedures for training raters. This process should include: 

Introduction to the task— 
• Raters read the task 
• Raters identify the answers to the task 
• Raters discuss possible answers and summarize expectations for student responses 

Introduction to the rubric and anchor papers— 
• Trainer leads review of specific rubric with reference to the task 
• Trainer reviews procedures for assigning holistic scores, i.e., by matching evidence from the 

response to the rubric 
• Trainer leads review of each anchor paper and commentary 

Practice scoring individually— 
• Raters score a set of five papers independently without looking at the scores and commentaries  

provided 
• Trainer records scores and leads discussion until the raters feel confident enough to move on to 

actual rating 

(2) When actual rating begins, each rater should record his or her individual rating for a student’s essay on 
the rating sheet provided, not directly on the student’s essay or answer sheet. The rater should not  
correct the student’s work by making insertions or changes of any kind. 

(3) Each essay must be rated by at least two raters; a third rater will be necessary to resolve scores that  
differ by more than one point. 

 
Rating the Scaffold (open-ended) Questions 

(1) Follow a similar procedure for training raters. 
(2) The scaffold questions are to be scored by one rater. 
(3) The scores for each scaffold question must be recorded in the student’s examination booklet and on the 

student’s answer sheet. The letter identifying the rater must also be recorded on the answer sheet. 
(4) Record the total Part III A score if the space is provided on the student’s Part I answer sheet. 

Schools are not permitted to rescore any of the open-ended questions (scaffold questions,  
thematic essay, DBQ essay) on this exam after each question has been rated the required  
number of times as specified in the rating guides, regardless of the final exam score. Schools are 
required to ensure that the raw scores have been added correctly and that the resulting scale 
score has been determined accurately. Teachers may not score their own students’ answer 
papers. 

The scoring coordinator will be responsible for organizing the movement of papers, calculating a final 
score for each student’s essay, recording that score on the student’s Part I answer sheet, and determining 
the student’s final examination score. The conversion chart for this examination is located at 
http://www.p12.nysed.gov/assessment/ and must be used for determining the final examination score.
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United States History and Government 
Part A Specific Rubric 

Document-Based Question 
January 2019 

Document 1

. . . So many people in so little space: eight hundred per acre in some city blocks. Flies were fat 
and brazen and everywhere, because in summer the windows and doors had to be open all the 
time in hopes that a breeze might fi nd its way down the river and through the crowded streets and 
among the close-packed tenements and across the back of one’s neck. Along with the fl ies came 
the noise of steel wagon wheels on paving stones, the wails of babies, peddlers bellowing, the roar 
of elevated trains, hollering children, and the scritch-scratch and tinkle of windup phonographs.
 Late summer was a season of dust and grime. Half the metropolis, it seemed, was under 
construction, a new tower of ten or more stories topping out every fi ve days, competing skyscrapers 
racing toward the clouds, a third and then a fourth bridge stretching across the East River (where 
a generation earlier there had been none). The hot, damp air was full of dirt, cement powder, 
sawdust, and exhaust from the steam shovels. . . .

Source: David Von Drehle, Triangle: The Fire that Changed America, Grove Press, 2003

1 According to David Von Drehle, what were two conditions faced by people living in urban areas in the 
early 1900s? 
 

Score of 2 or 1: 
• Award 1 credit (up to a maximum of 2 credits) for each different condition faced by people living in urban 

areas in the early 1900s according to David Von Drehle 
 Examples: it was crowded/many people in a little space/eight hundred people per acre in some city 

blocks; big flies everywhere; in summer, windows and doors had to be open all the time in 
hopes of a breeze; crowded streets; close-packed tenements; noise from steel wagon wheels 
on paving stones; wailing babies; bellowing peddlers; roar of elevated trains; hollering 
children; half the metropolis under construction/new towers of ten or more stories topping 
out every five days/competing skyscrapers being built/bridges being built across the East 
River; air was full of dirt/cement powder/sawdust/exhaust from steam shovels; hot, damp air 

 
Note: To receive maximum credit, two different conditions faced by people living in urban areas in the early 

1900s must be stated. For example, there were many people in a little space and there were eight 
hundred people per acre in some city blocks are the same condition expressed in different words. In this 
and similar cases, award only one credit for this question. 

 
Score of 0: 
• Incorrect response 

Examples: apartments were too big; they had elevated trains to take to work; there used to be no bridges; 
not enough skyscrapers 

• Vague response 
Examples: there were so many; late summer was a season; earlier generations  

• No response 
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Document 2a

Family in Room in Tenement House, 1890

Source: Jacob Riis, How the Other Half Lives: Studies Among the Tenements of New York, 
Dover Publications, 1971

Document 2b

Women and Children Working at Home in New York City, early 1900s

Source: Lewis Wickes Hine, December 1911, Library of Congress
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2 Based on these photographs, what was one condition faced by families living in tenements? 
 
Score of 1: 
• States a condition faced by families living in tenements based on these photographs 
 Examples: it was crowded; many people slept in the same room; people cooked and slept in the same 

room; the room was small; not enough beds for everyone; windows did not face 
outdoors/windows sometimes faced an air shaft/blank wall; access to fresh air was limited; 
women and children worked at home; small children had to work; tables were used for eating 
and working; all activities from working to sleeping and eating took place in one small room 

 
Score of 0: 
• Incorrect response 

Examples: Jacob Riis wrote How the Other Half Lives; Lewis Hine photographed women and children 
working; families had many clothes 

• Vague response 
Examples: cooked and slept; people worked; pictures were on the walls 

• No response 
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. . . The razing [tearing down] of the worst tenements through such urban renewal programs 
and the enactment of stricter regulatory laws are generally credited with bringing an end to the 
privations [hardships] of the tenement system. From 1867 to 1901, New York enacted a series 
of increasingly stringent [strict] tenement laws that mandated better ventilation and sanitation, 
improved maintenance, and indoor plumbing. But to what extent did regulation really contribute 
to the demise of the tenement menace? Despite the stipulations that each room have a window 
and that stairwells have better lighting, stench continued to overpower tenement residents, and 
the promised improvements in ventilation never materialized. Lewis Hine’s photographs from the 
years after the enactment of the 1901 legislation reveal crowding just as awful as Jacob Riis had 
found in the late 1880s and nearly as bad as that which antebellum [pre–Civil War] investigators 
had uncovered in Cow Bay and the Old Brewery [neighborhoods]. . . .

Source: Tyler Anbinder, Five Points, The Free Press, 2001 (adapted)

Document 3

3 According to Tyler Anbinder, what was one attempt to address issues faced by people living 
in tenements? 

 
Score of 1: 
• States an attempt to address issues faced by people living in tenements according to Tyler 

Anbinder 
 Examples: the worst tenements were torn down; urban renewal programs; stricter regulatory 

laws were enacted/New York enacted a series of stringent/strict tenement laws; 
tenement laws mandated better ventilation/better sanitation/improved 
maintenance/indoor plumbing; there were stipulations that each room have a 
window; there were stipulations that stairwells have better lighting; Hine and Riis 
published photographs of bad housing conditions 

 
Score of 0: 
• Incorrect response 

Examples: stench continued to overpower tenement residents; there were no improvements in 
ventilation; crowding continued to be a problem; hardships were brought to an end 

• Vague response 
Examples: contributions; Cow Bay; tenement menace; neighborhoods; things got better 

• No response 



Document 4 
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. . . As an example to the city, Addams installed a small incinerator at Hull-House and had the 
settlement house’s Woman’s Club investigate garbage conditions in the ward and report their 
fi ndings to city hall. But to no avail. Finally, in desperation, Addams applied to become the 
Nineteenth Ward’s garbage collector. Her bid was never considered, but the publicity it provoked 
led the city to appoint her the ward’s inspector of garbage.
 Every morning at 6:00 A.M., neighbors trudging to work would see a bent woman as pale 
as candle wax following the city’s garbage wagons to the dump to see that they did their work 
thoroughly; and in the evenings Jane Addams would supervise the burning of mountains of alley 
refuse, the hundred-foot-high fl ames drawing crowds of curious onlookers. The foreign-born 
women of the neighborhood were “shocked,” Addams recalled, “by this abrupt departure into 
the ways of men.” But some of them came to understand “that their housewifely duties logically 
extended to the adjacent alleys and streets” where diseases spread by fi lth put their children at 
deadly risk.
 The unfl agging pressure of Addams and other settlement workers—most prominently Mary 
McDowell in Packingtown—forced the city to take measures to improve sanitary conditions in 
some immigrant wards. But not until after 1900, and not very satisfactorily. . . .

Source: Donald L. Miller, City of the Century: The Epic of Chicago and the Making of America,
Simon & Schuster, 1996

4 According to Donald L. Miller, what was one way settlement workers attempted to improve 
sanitary conditions in Chicago? 

 
Score of 1: 
• States a way settlement workers attempted to improve sanitary conditions in Chicago according to  

Donald L. Miller 
 Examples: Addams installed a small incinerator at Hull House; the Woman’s Club of the 

settlement house investigated garbage conditions in the ward and reported their 
findings to city hall; Addams applied to become the Nineteenth Ward’s garbage 
collector; Chicago appointed Addams the ward’s inspector of garbage; Addams 
followed the city’s garbage wagons to the dump to see that they did their work 
thoroughly; Addams supervised the burning of mountains of alley refuse; 
Addams/Mary McDowell/settlement workers put pressure on/forced the city to take 
measures to improve sanitary conditions in immigrant wards; helped immigrant 
women understand that diseases spread by filth put children at deadly risk   

 
Score of 0: 
• Incorrect response 

Examples: alley refuse drew crowds of curious onlookers; city did not improve sanitary 
conditions until after 1900; neighbors trudged to work 

• Vague response 
Examples: shocked the foreign-born women; pale as candle wax; some came to understand; to 

no avail 
• No response 
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Document 5 

. . . In every industry the story was monotonously the same: paupers’ wages; the constant fear of 
dismissal; wretched and unsanitary working conditions; ten-, twelve-, and even fourteen-hour days 
(sixteen for bakers); six- and sometimes seven-day weeks; erratic pay; little or no compensation for 
injuries or fatalities; a constant increase in the number of women and children employed under 
such conditions; and, worst of all, the widespread conviction that workingmen and women (not to 
mention children) had been losing ground ever since the end of the Civil War.
 Under such circumstances it is hardly surprising that the number of strikes increased year by 
year following the Great Strikes of 1877. In 1881 there were 471 strikes affecting 2,928 companies 
and 129,521 employees. Five years later the number of strikes had risen to 1,411, involving 9,861 
companies and almost half a million employees. Roughly half (46 percent) of the struck companies 
acquiesced in [agreed to] the principal demands of the strikers. Over 3,000 more strikes were 
partially successful, and 40 percent of the strikes, involving 50 percent of the strikers, were judged 
“failures.”. . .

Source: Page Smith, “How the Other Side Lived,” A People’s History of the Past,
Reconstruction Era, Vol. VI, The Rise of Industrial America, 1984

5a According to Page Smith, what was one condition faced by industrial workers in the late 
1800s?  

Score of 1: 
• States a condition faced by industrial workers in the late 1800s according to Page Smith 
 Examples: they were paid paupers’ wages; constant fear of dismissal; wretched/unsanitary 

working conditions; ten/twelve/fourteen hours of work each day; bakers worked 
sixteen hours; six- and/or sometimes seven-day work weeks; erratic pay; little/no 
compensation for injuries/fatalities; constant increase of women workers/child 
workers; widespread conviction that workers had been losing ground since the end 
of the Civil War 

Score of 0: 
• Incorrect response 

Examples: wages increasing; hours of workdays were decreasing; work for children decreased 
• Vague response 

Examples: it was in every industry; story monotonously the same; conviction was widespread 
• No response 
 
5b According to Page Smith, what was one attempt made by workers to improve working 

conditions? 
Score of 1: 
• States an attempt made by workers to improve working conditions according to Page Smith 
 Examples: increased the number of strikes year by year; increased strikes after the Great 

Strikes of 1877; struck 471 times in 1881; increased strikes to 1,411 in 1886; struck 
9,861 companies in 1886; many workers went on strike 

Score of 0: 
• Incorrect response 

Examples: decreased strikes; roughly half/46 percent of struck companies acquiesced to 
demands; over 3,000 strikes partially successful; 40 percent of strikes judged 
failures 

• Vague response 
Examples: there were circumstances; ground was lost; the story was the same 

• No response 
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Document 6

On Friday evening, March 24, two young sisters walked down the stairways from the ninth fl oor 
where they were employed and joined the horde of workers that nightly surges homeward into 
New York’s East Side. Since eight o’clock they had been bending over shirt-waists of silk and 
lace, tensely guiding the valuable fabrics through their swift machines, with hundreds of power 
driven machines whirring madly about them; and now the two were very weary, and were fi lled 
with that despondency [hopelessness] which comes after a day of exhausting routine, when the 
next day, and the next week, and the next year, hold promise of nothing better than just this same 
monotonous strain. . . .
 “It’s worse than it was before the strike, a year ago,” bitterly said Gussie, the older [sister]. 
“The boss squeezes [puts pressure on] us at every point, and drives us to the limit. He carries us 
up in elevators of mornings [every morning], so we won’t lose a second in getting started; but at 
night, when we’re tired and the boss has got all out of us he wants for the day, he makes us walk 
down. At eight o’clock he shuts the doors, so that if you come even a minute late you can’t get in 
till noon, and so lose half a day; he does that to make sure that every person gets there on time or 
ahead of time. He fi nes us for every little thing; he always holds back a week’s wages to be sure 
that he can be able to collect for damages he says we do, and to keep us from leaving; and every 
evening he searches our pocketbooks and bags to see that we don’t carry any goods or trimmings 
away. Oh, you would think you are in Russia again!”. . .

Source: Miriam Finn Scott, “The Factory Girl’s Danger,” The Outlook, April 15, 1911

6 According to Miriam Finn Scott, what were two conditions that made factory work difficult in 1911? 

Score of 2 or 1: 
• Award 1 credit (up to a maximum of 2 credits) for each different condition that made factory work difficult 

in 1911 according to Miriam Finn Scott 
 Examples: hours of work were from eight o’clock in the morning until night; workers had to bend over 

machines all day; workers surrounded by hundreds of power-driven machines whirring; 
workday routine exhausting; workday routine monotonous; bosses controlled every moment 
of the workday/bosses met workers at the elevators in the morning so not a second was lost 
in getting started/bosses shut factory doors at eight o’clock so if you were late you could not 
get in until noon and were penalized a half day; bosses made workers walk down at 
night/workers could not use the elevators at night; bosses held back a week’s wages to collect 
for damages; bosses held back a week’s wages to keep workers from leaving; bosses 
searched pocketbooks/bags every night to make certain no goods/trimmings were carried 
away 

 
Note:  It should be noted that if bosses controlled every moment of the workday is stated as one condition, any 

specific example of bosses controlled every moment of the workday is a subset and therefore only one 
credit should be awarded, e.g., bosses met them at the elevators in the morning so not a second was lost 
in getting started and bosses shut factory doors at eight o’clock so if you were late you could not get in 
until noon and were penalized a half day are subsets of bosses controlled every moment of the workday. 
However, bosses met them at the elevators in the morning so not a second was lost in getting started and 
bosses shut factory doors at eight o’clock so if you were late you could not get in until noon and were 
penalized a half day are separate conditions and should be awarded one credit each.  

 
Score of 0: 
• Incorrect response 

Examples: elevators were installed; workers did not have to walk; workers could collect for damages 
• Vague response 

Examples: hundreds were whirring; nightly surges homeward; sisters worked together  
• No response 



. . . Information collected by the Commission and staff was compiled into several reports, including 
the two main reports, “The Fire Hazard in Factory Buildings” and “Sanitation of Factories”, 
published in the Preliminary Report of the Factory Investigating Commission (1912). To improve 
sanitary conditions, the Commission’s report to the Legislature recommended registration of all 
factories with the Department of Labor, licensing of all food manufacturers, medical examinations 
of food workers, medical supervision in dangerous trades, and better eating, washing, and toilet 
facilities. To lessen the fi re hazard, the Commission recommended an increase in stairwells 
and exits, installation of fi re walls, fi reproof construction, prohibition of smoking in factories, 
fi re extinguishers, alarm systems, and automatic sprinklers. The Commission’s other reports 
summarized investigations of and made recommendations concerning women factory workers, 
child labor in tenements, and occupational diseases such as lead and arsenic poisoning. . . .

Source: Working Lives: A Guide to the Records of the New York State Factory Investigating Commission,
New York State Archives and Records Administration, 1989
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Document 7 

 
7 Based on this New York State document, state one recommendation made by the Factory 

Investigating Commission in 1912 to address problems faced by workers. 
 
Score of 1: 
• States a recommendation made by the Factory Investigating Commission in 1912 to address problems faced 

by workers based on this New York State document 
 Examples: register all factories with the Department of Labor; license all food manufacturers; medical 

examinations for food workers; medical supervision in dangerous trades; better 
eating/washing/toilet facilities; an increase in stairwells; an increase in exits; installation of 
fire walls; fireproof construction; prohibit smoking in factories; install fire 
extinguishers/alarm systems/automatic sprinklers; take steps to lessen the fire hazard; 
improve sanitary conditions 

 
Score of 0: 
• Incorrect response 

Examples: information was compiled into several reports; there were fire hazards in factory buildings; 
child labor in tenements; occupational diseases included lead poisoning/arsenic poisoning 

• Vague response 
Examples: information published; included two main reports; Commission and staff collected 

information; reports summarized 
• No response 
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Document 8

 
8 Based on this document, what were two proposals made in the 1912 Progressive Party Platform that 

addressed issues faced by workers? 

. . . The supreme duty of the Nation is the conservation of human resources through an enlightened 
measure of social and industrial justice. We pledge ourselves to work unceasingly in State and 
Nation for:
 Effective legislation looking to the prevention of industrial accidents, occupational diseases, 
overwork, involuntary unemployment, and other injurious effects incident to modern industry;
 The fi xing of minimum safety and health standards for the various occupations, and the 
exercise of the public authority of State and Nation, including the Federal control over inter-State 
commerce and the taxing power, to maintain such standards;
 The prohibition of child labor;
 Minimum wage standards for working women, to provide a living scale in all industrial 
occupations;
 The prohibition of night work for women and the establishment of an eight hour day for 
women and young persons;
 One day’s rest in seven for all wage-workers; . . .
 We favor the organization of the workers, men and women as a means of protecting their 
interests and of promoting their progress. . . .

Source: Platform of the Progressive Party, August 7, 1912

Score of 2 or 1: 
• Award 1 credit (up to a maximum of 2 credits) for each different proposal made in the 1912 Progressive 

Party Platform that addressed issues faced by workers 
 Examples: to conserve human resources through social and industrial justice; to work for effective 

legislation to prevent industrial accidents/injurious effects incident to modern industry; to 
work for effective legislation to prevent occupational diseases; to work for effective 
legislation to prevent overwork; to work for effective legislation to prevent involuntary 
unemployment; to fix minimum safety and health standards for various occupations; to 
exercise the power of the state and federal government/to use federal control over interstate 
commerce and the power to tax to maintain safety and health standards; to prohibit child 
labor; to set minimum wage standards for working women; to provide a living-wage scale in 
all industrial occupations; to prohibit night work for women; to establish an eight-hour day 
for women and young persons; to provide one day’s rest in seven for all wage workers; to 
favor the organization of workers to protect their interests and/or promote their progress 

 
Note: To receive maximum credit, two different proposals made in the 1912 Progressive Party Platform that 

addressed issues faced by workers must be stated. For example, to work for effective legislation to 
prevent industrial accidents and to work for effective legislation to prevent injurious effects incident to 
modern industry are the same proposal expressed in different words. In this and similar cases, award 
only one credit for this question. 

 
Score of 0: 
• Incorrect response 

Examples: to prohibit night work for all workers; to prohibit work for women; to work against the 
organization of workers; to end minimum wage standards  

• Vague response 
Examples: conserve resources; work unceasingly; enlightened measures 

• No response 



Document 9

. . . Abandoning efforts to secure business cooperation, in 1935 the New Deal moved in the 
direction of strengthening workers’ ability to bargain collectively and effectively, presuming 
this would lead to fair wages, hours, and working conditions. Competition, together with fair 
treatment of workers, would keep business functioning properly in an open market. The National 
Labor Relations Act, proposed by New York senator Robert Wagner and endorsed by FDR 
[Franklin Delano Roosevelt] once it passed the Senate, had a dramatic effect on many workers. 
The Wagner Act, as it was frequently called, compelled employers to deal with labor unions that 
employees—in elections supervised by the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB)—chose to 
represent them. The act also prohibited unfair labor practices such as discharging workers for 
union membership, favoring an employer-dominated company union, or refusing to negotiate in 
good faith with a union. All these practices had long been common before the National Industrial 
Recovery Act and continued after its adoption. But now, with an independent federal agency 
overseeing labor-management relations, the weight of the federal government stood behind 
organized workers in their efforts to negotiate better terms of employment. . . .

Source: David E. Kyvig, Daily Life in the United States, 1920–1940, Ivan R. Dee, 2002
 
9 According to David E. Kyvig, state one way New Deal programs addressed problems faced by 

workers. 
 
Score of 1: 
• States a way New Deal programs addressed problems faced by workers according to David E. Kyvig 
 Examples: National Labor Relations Act/Wagner Act passed; Wagner Act strengthened workers’ ability 

to bargain collectively/effectively; compelled employers to deal with labor unions; National 
Labor Relations Board supervised labor union elections; prohibited unfair labor practices; 
prohibited discharging workers for union membership; prohibited favoring an employer-
dominated company union; prohibited refusing to negotiate in good faith with a union; put 
the weight of the federal government behind organized workers 

 
Score of 0: 
• Incorrect response 

Examples: prohibiting union membership; secured business cooperation; favored an employer-
dominated company union; ended open markets 

• Vague response 
Examples: dramatic effect on many workers; abandoned efforts; continued practices 

• No response 
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United States History and Government 
Content-Specific Rubric 

Document-Based Question  
January 2019 

Scoring Notes: 

1. This document-based question has a minimum of six components (describing at least two housing
conditions and at least two working conditions in urban areas during the late 1800s and early 1900s 
and discussing the extent to which at least two efforts to address housing and/or working 
conditions were successful). 

2. Some documents may be used to address both housing conditions and working conditions if the
information is relevant to the issue being discussed. For example, Document 2b could be employed 
in a discussion of both housing and working conditions. Such usage should be evaluated on its 
relevance in each case.  

3. While the discussion of housing conditions and working conditions may overlap, distinct and
separate information must be included to consider the issues as separate entities.  

4. The description of housing conditions and working conditions may refer to general conditions
nationwide or may refer to a specific city such as New York City. 

5. The extent to which efforts to address housing and/or working conditions were successful may
address housing conditions, working conditions, or a combination of both. 

6. The discussion of the extent to which efforts to address housing and/or working conditions were
successful may be immediate or long term. 

7. The extent to which efforts to address housing and/or working conditions were successful may be
discussed from different perspectives as long as the position taken is supported with accurate 
historical facts and examples. 

8. For the purpose of meeting the criteria of using at least five documents in the response, Documents
2a and 2b may be considered as separate documents if the response uses specific information from 
each document. 

Historical Context: 

Until the mid-1800s, the United States remained a primarily rural, agricultural nation. 
However, by the early 20th century, the United States had become an urban, industrialized 
nation. This transition led to various problems related to housing and working conditions. 
Governments, groups, and individuals have attempted to improve housing and working  
conditions with varying degrees of success. 

Task:  
• Describe housing conditions and working conditions in urban areas during the late

1800s and early 1900s 
•  Discuss the extent to which efforts to address housing and/or working

conditions were successful 

tnguyen
Highlight
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Score of 5: 
• Thoroughly develops all aspects of the task evenly and in depth by describing at least two housing 

conditions and at least two working conditions in urban areas during the late 1800s and early 1900s 
and discussing the extent to which at least two efforts to address housing and working conditions 
were successful 

• Is more analytical than descriptive (analyzes, evaluates, and/or creates* information), e.g., housing 
conditions: connects the reasons for the dense urban population and the stress the population 
placed on city sanitation services and public health standards to the Progressive spirit that inspired 
the social settlement movement and its work with city governments to improve public sanitation; 
working conditions: connects the deterioration of working conditions and the vulnerability of 
workers and families as a result of the Industrial Revolution to the successful Progressive effort in 
securing protection laws for workers on state and national levels 

• Incorporates relevant information from at least five documents (see Key Ideas Chart) 
• Incorporates substantial relevant outside information related to housing and working conditions in 

urban areas during the late 1800s and early 1900s (see Outside Information Chart) 
• Richly supports the theme with many relevant facts, examples, and details, e.g., housing 

conditions: tenements; skyscrapers; poor ventilation; extended families living in one apartment; 
urban renewal program; Lewis Hine; Jacob Riis; terms of Tenement Act; Hull House; Jane 
Addams; Mary McDowell; immigrant wards; Progressive Party platform proposals; working 
conditions: long hours; poor pay; seven-day work week; lack of compensation for injuries; Great 
Strikes of 1877; New York State Factory Investigating Commission; Fire Hazard in Factory 
Buildings report; fireproof construction; Triangle Shirtwaist Fire; Upton Sinclair; fire 
extinguishers; alarm systems; minimum wage standards; prohibition of child labor; health 
standards 

• Demonstrates a logical and clear plan of organization; includes an introduction and a conclusion 
that are beyond a restatement of the theme 

 
Score of 4: 
• Develops all aspects of the task but may do so somewhat unevenly by discussing all aspects of the 

task for either housing conditions or working conditions more thoroughly than the other or by 
discussing one aspect of the task less thoroughly than the others 

• Is both descriptive and analytical (applies, analyzes, evaluates, and/or creates* information), e.g., 
housing conditions: discusses how the stress placed on sanitation services by the growing urban 
population and the serious public health challenges in tenements led to the Progressive call for 
sanitation services that would improve the health of city residents; working conditions: discusses 
how conditions faced by workers as a result of the Industrial Revolution and the impact of the 
Triangle Shirtwaist factory fire led to the New York State legislature’s commitment to improving 
worker safety that established precedents followed by many other states and the national 
government 

• Incorporates relevant information from at least five documents  
• Incorporates relevant outside information 
• Supports the theme with relevant facts, examples, and details  
• Demonstrates a logical and clear plan of organization; includes an introduction and a conclusion 

that are beyond a restatement of the theme 
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Score of 3: 
• Develops all aspects of the task with little depth or develops at least four aspects of the task in 

some depth 
• Is more descriptive than analytical (applies, may analyze and/or evaluate information)  
• Incorporates some relevant information from some of the documents  
• Incorporates limited relevant outside information 
• Includes some relevant facts, examples, and details; may include some minor inaccuracies 
• Demonstrates a satisfactory plan of organization; includes an introduction and a conclusion that 

may be a restatement of the theme 
 
Note: If all aspects of the task are thoroughly developed evenly and in depth for housing conditions or 
for working conditions and the response meets most of the other Level 5 criteria, the response may be 
a Level 3 paper. 
 
Score of 2: 
• Minimally develops all aspects of the task or develops at least three aspects of the task in some 

depth 
• Is primarily descriptive; may include faulty, weak, or isolated application or analysis 
• Incorporates limited relevant information from the documents or consists primarily of relevant 

information copied from the documents  
• Presents little or no relevant outside information  
• Includes few relevant facts, examples, and details; may include some inaccuracies 
• Demonstrates a general plan of organization; may lack focus; may contain digressions; may not 

clearly identify which aspect of the task is being addressed; may lack an introduction and/or a 
conclusion 

 
Score of 1: 
• Minimally develops some aspects of the task 
• Is descriptive; may lack understanding, application, or analysis 
• Makes vague, unclear references to the documents or consists primarily of relevant and irrelevant 

information copied from the documents  
• Presents no relevant outside information  
• Includes few relevant facts, examples, or details; may include inaccuracies 
• May demonstrate a weakness in organization; may lack focus; may contain digressions; may not 

clearly identify which aspect of the task is being addressed; may lack an introduction and/or a 
conclusion 

 
Score of 0: 
Fails to develop the task or may only refer to the theme in a general way; OR includes no relevant 
facts, examples, or details; OR includes only the historical context and/or task as copied from the test 
booklet; OR includes only entire documents copied from the test booklet; OR is illegible; OR is a blank 
paper 
 
*The term create as used by Anderson/Krathwohl, et al. in their 2001 revision of Bloom’s Taxonomy of Educational 
Objectives refers to the highest level of the cognitive domain. This usage of create is similar to Bloom’s use of the term 
synthesis. Creating implies an insightful reorganization of information into a new pattern or whole. While a Level 5 paper 
will contain analysis and/or evaluation of information, a very strong paper may also include examples of creating 
information as defined by Anderson and Krathwohl. 
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Key Ideas from Documents 1–4  

 
Housing Conditions Extent to Which Efforts Were Successful 

Doc 1—Many people in a little space (eight 
hundred per acre in some city blocks) 

Windows and doors open all the time in 
summer (flies, dust, grime) 

Constant noise (crowded streets, close-
packed tenements, steel wagon wheels on 
paving stones, wails of babies, bellowing 
peddlers, roar of elevated trains, hollering 
children, windup phonographs) 

Constant construction (towers of ten or 
more stories every five days, competing 
skyscrapers, bridges) 

Polluted air (dirt, cement powder, sawdust, 
exhaust from steam shovels) 

Docs 2a-b—How the Other Half Lives 
showing tenement life in 1890 (Jacob 
Riis) 

Tenement windows not facing outside 
Rooms serving many functions (sleeping, 

eating, socializing, working) 
Women and children working at home in 

the early 1900s (Lewis Wickes Hine) 
Doc 3—Rooms without windows 
Poor lighting in stairwells 
Overpowering stench 
Poor ventilation 
Little sanitation 
Existing indoor plumbing poor 
Poor maintenance 
Overcrowding 
Doc 4—Poor sanitary conditions 

(mountains of garbage in Chicago alleys) 
Spread of diseases by filth in alleys and 

streets putting children at deadly risk 

Doc 3—Tearing down of worst tenements (urban 
renewal programs, enactment of stricter regulatory 
laws) 

Passage of series of increasingly stringent tenement laws 
in New York from 1867 to 1901 (mandated better 
ventilation and sanitation, improved maintenance and 
indoor plumbing) 

Requirements not met (a window for each room; better 
lighting for stairwells; continued overpowering stench; 
no improvements in ventilation as promised) 

Continuation of crowding after legislation (Lewis Hine’s 
photographs) 

Doc 4—Installation of small incinerator at Hull House 
by Jane Addams 

Investigation of garbage conditions in ward and report of 
findings to city hall by Woman’s Club at Hull House, 
but no action taken 

Application of Addams to become Nineteenth Ward’s 
garbage collector (bid never considered but publicity 
led Chicago to appoint her as ward’s inspector of 
garbage) 

City’s garbage wagons followed by Addams in morning 
to dump to see that work done thoroughly 

Burning of mountains of alley refuse at night supervised 
by Addams  

Improvement of sanitary conditions in some Chicago 
immigrant wards after 1900 due to pressure from 
settlement workers (Addams, Mary McDowell), but not 
satisfactorily 
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Relevant Outside Information 
(This list is not all-inclusive.) 

 
Housing Conditions Extent to Which Efforts Were Successful 

Affordable housing outpaced by population 
influx (immigrants, migrants from rural 
areas) 

Development of dumbbell apartments 
Spread of contagious diseases (cholera, 

typhoid fever, smallpox, yellow fever, 
measles, diphtheria) 

Lack of clean water and effective sewage 
disposal 

High infant mortality rates 
Difficulties fighting fires (water scarcity, 

wood construction, combustibles) 
Rising crime rates (alcoholism, 

prostitution, gambling, gangs) 

Initiative of city governments to improve quality of life 
(clean water, sewage system, public health) 

Public health movement (quarantines) 
Work of individuals (Lillian Wald, Florence Kelley) 
Programs at settlement houses (child care, kindergarten, 

playgrounds, visiting nurses, cultural activities, 
programs to help immigrants assimilate) 

Increased volunteerism (Margaret Sanger’s birth control 
initiatives) 

State and local reforms as a result of Progressives 
promoting social legislation 

Municipal reform (Lincoln Steffens’s Shame of the 
Cities, improved transportation, expansion of public 
education) 

Continuation of substandard housing conditions in some 
areas of cities (widening inequality of wealth; continual 
influx of immigrants) 



Key Ideas from Documents 2, 5–9 
 

Working Conditions Extent to Which Efforts Were Successful 
Doc 2b—Women and children 

working at home 
Doc 5—Poor conditions facing 

industrial workers (paupers’ 
wages; constant fear of 
dismissal; wretched, unsanitary 
conditions; ten-, twelve-, and 
fourteen-hour workdays; sixteen-
hour workdays for bakers; six- 
and seven-day work weeks; 
erratic pay; little or no 
compensation for injuries or 
fatalities; constant increase in 
employment of women and 
children) 

Conviction that workers were 
losing ground since end of Civil 
War 

Doc 6—Tiring, monotonous, 
routine work  

Use of elevators only in morning  
Closing doors at eight o’clock so 

late workers cannot get in until 
noon and lose half a day 

Fines for workers (a week’s wages 
held to collect for damages and 
to keep workers from leaving; 
pocketbooks and bags searched 
every evening) 

Doc 8—Industrial accidents, 
occupational diseases, overwork, 
involuntary unemployment 

Child labor 
Women working at night 
Women and children working 

longer than eight-hour days 
Seven-day work weeks 
Inadequate safety and health 

standards 
No minimum wage for women  
 

Doc 5—Increasing number of strikes each year following Great 
Strikes of 1877 (1881: 471 strikes affecting 2,928 companies 
and 129,521 employees; 1886: 1,411 strikes involving 9,861 
companies and almost half a million employees) 

Agreement to principal demands of strikers by 46 percent of 
struck companies  

Partial success of over 3,000 additional strikes 
Failure of 40 percent of strikes, involving 50 percent of strikers 
Doc 6—Working conditions worse than before strikes 
Doc 7—Collection of information and reports by New York State 

Factory Investigating Commission (“Fire Hazard in Factory 
Buildings”; “Sanitation of Factories”) 

Publication of reports in Preliminary Report of the Factory 
Investigating Commission (1912) 

Recommendations of Commission to improve sanitary conditions 
(registration of all factories with Department of Labor; 
licensing of all food manufacturers; medical examinations of 
food workers; medical supervision in dangerous trades; better 
eating, washing, and toilet facilities) 

Recommendations of Commission to lessen fire hazard (increase 
in stairwells and exits; installation of fire walls; fireproof 
construction; prohibition of smoking in factories; fire 
extinguishers; alarm systems; automatic sprinklers) 

Recommendations of Commission concerning women factory 
workers, child labor in tenements, and occupational diseases 
(lead and arsenic poisoning) 

Doc 8—1912 Progressive Party Platform proposals:  
Legislation to prevent industrial accidents, occupational diseases, 

overwork, involuntary unemployment  
Fixing of minimum safety and health standards for various 

occupations; exercise the public authority of state and nation 
over interstate commerce and the taxing power to maintain 
those standards  

Prohibition of child labor  
Minimum wage standards for working women to provide a living 

scale in industrial occupations  
Prohibition of night work for women; establishment of an eight-

hour workday for women and young persons 
One day’s rest in seven for all wage workers 
Organization of workers to protect their interests and promote 

their progress 
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Working Conditions Extent to Which Efforts Were Successful 

Doc 9—Unfair wages, hours, and 
working conditions 

Unfair labor practices (discharging 
workers for union membership; 
favoring employer-dominated 
company unions; refusing to 
negotiate in good faith with a 
union) 

Doc 9—Passage of National Labor Relations Act (Wagner Act) 
Employers compelled to deal with labor unions chosen by 

employees to represent them in elections supervised by 
National Labor Relations Board  

Prohibition of unfair labor practices (discharging workers for 
union membership, favoring employer-dominated company 
union, refusing to negotiate in good faith with a union) 

Continuation of unfair labor practices after adoption of National 
Industrial Recovery Act 

Support of federal government for efforts of organized workers 
to negotiate better terms of employment 

 
 

Relevant Outside Information 
(This list is not all-inclusive.) 

 
Working Conditions Extent to Which Efforts Were Successful 

Less independence because of 
large-scale mass production on 
assembly lines 

Increasingly impersonal workplace 
Proliferation of industrial accidents 
Health problems from unsanitary, 

noisy conditions 
Details about conditions at 

Triangle Shirtwaist Factory 

Formation of labor unions (Knights of Labor, American 
Federation of Labor, American Railway Union, United Mine 
Workers, International Ladies’ Garment Workers, Committee 
for Industrial Organization) 

Details about strikes (Homestead, Pullman, Lawrence) 
Violent strikes leading to failure and public disapproval 
Retaliation of employers (blacklists, yellow-dog contracts, 

strikebreakers, injunctions, lockouts, Pinkertons) 
Progressive reformers lobbying state and federal governments for 

legislation (workmen’s compensation, safety and sanitation 
codes) 

Judicial decisions (Lochner v. New York, Muller v. Oregon) 
Presidential support for business (federal troops sent by Grover  

Cleveland to end Pullman strike)  
Presidential support for labor (Theodore Roosevelt’s mediation  

of coal strike; Woodrow Wilson’s support for workmen’s 
compensation; Clayton Antitrust Act; Child Labor Act; 
Franklin D. Roosevelt’s support for Fair Labor Standards Act; 
Social Security Act) 

Role of individuals (Terrence Powderly, Samuel Gompers, 
Eugene Debs, John L. Lewis, Mother Jones, Upton Sinclair, 
Florence Kelley, John Spargo) 
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All sample student essays in this rating guide are presented in the same cursive font while preserving actual student 

work, including errors. This will ensure that the sample essays are easier for raters to read and use as scoring aids. 

Raters should continue to disregard the quality of a student’s handwriting in scoring examination papers and focus 

on how well the student has accomplished the task. The content-specific rubric should be applied holistically in 

determining the level of a student’s response. 

Key Ideas from Documents 2, 5–9 (cont.) 
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Anchor Paper – Document-Based Essay—Level 5 – A

The U.S. began to shift towards an urban economy in the 19th 

century and it continued into the early 20th century embracing the 

Industrial Revolution. The shift propelled rapid city growth and 

growing capacities for processing and manufacturing with the aim of 

domestic and foreign consumption. In the nation’s haste to become an 

industrial power, businesses often denied basic human rights - people 

became “wage slaves”, living in deplorable conditions that often led to 

deadly illness. Once the reality of how bad things were was realized, 

social workers, Progressive reformers and finally government 

legislation tried to confront the ills of society and reverse the brutal 

effects of urbanization and industrialization. Government 

involvement was perhaps the most effective way to challenge the 

problems with housing and working, giving way slowly to important 

but sometimes limited improvements in urban society. 

Both housing and working conditions in the early 1900s were 

lackluster. With so many people moving into cities, available 

inexpensive housing became scarce. Building owners wanted to 

maximize their profit so they divided their buildings into smaller 

spaces, where large families often shared one room. Poor immigrant 

families seeking a better life in America clustered in these dirty, 

overcrowded spaces for years because they had no other choice. (Doc. 1). 

Such conditions were captured by photographer Jacob Riis in a 

collection of photographs in “How the other Half Lives”, which exposed 

the unsanitary and crowded lifestyle of inner city dwellers. (Doc 2a, 

2b). His photos had an emotional impact on the public, who began to 

see how city life was abusing its poorest residents by allowing them to 

live without windows and toilets. Poor families and others living in 
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Anchor Paper – Document-Based Essay—Level 5 – A

cities were also impacted by the lack of a sewage system, which 

promoted the spread of cholera and other diseases through dirty water. 

Garbage in the streets also spread disease. Playing in the streets 

exposed children to illness because no one took responsibility for 

“garbage conditions”. Jane Addams, dedicated to helping people in the 

poorest city neighborhoods, pressured Chicago to do something to 

improve sanitation going beyond the incinerator she installed at Hull 

House (Doc 4). Hull House and settlement workers across the country 

worked hard to help immigrants better understand how to live 

healthier lives, learn English, and find better jobs. 

Meanwhile, working conditions in cities did not fare much better. 

Entire families including very young children sewed clothing for 

long hours, often seven days a week in the crowded quarters of their 

tenement homes (Doc 2). They barely made enough to survive. 

Women and girls working in dangerous, crowded and noisy 

factories, such as the Triangle Factory spent their days exhausted and 

without hope, comparing their experiences to being in Russia again 

(Doc. 6). Workers were paid “pauper’s wages” for hours of work, and 

could not escape the cycle because their lives depended on the pathetic 

earnings from their job (Doc 5). Even if they campaigned for change 

through strikes, they could easily be dismissed by the owner who 

simply fired the workers and hired replacements. Workers were 

basically on their own without collective bargaining rights, or for that 

matter any rights. Laborers all over the country were often 

overworked, with no mercy even if they were children or women. Often 

times the owners of factories would exercise their managerial rights by 

withholding wages if they felt that a worker’s performance led to some 
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Anchor Paper – Document-Based Essay—Level 5 – A

kind of damage and therefore did not deserve pay (Doc. 6). The 

worker’s life was all in the hands of the boss, and any complaint 

could lose them a day of money completely. The problems of the wage 

slave system were clearly exhibited in the Triangle Shirtwaist Fire, 

where the lack of fire emergency procedures and fire extinguishers 

claimed the lives of more than one hundred poor factory workers. 

The public responded to these social ills once they saw them exposed 

through muckrakers, journalists like Jacob Riis, and disasters like the 

Triangle Shirtwaist Fire. Government for too many years had taken 

a laissez-faire approach to the social injustices created by Gilded Age 

economics. Progressive reformers such as Jane Addams recognized 

that government at all levels had to be persuaded to act. With the 

prompting of the general public, government started to actively 

legislate to pursue change to improve the lives of poor city dwellers. 

Responding to complaints of poor housing conditions, cities such as 

New York passed laws for improved ventilation and sanitation, 

although it would take many years before this became a reality (Doc. 

3). New York governor Theodore Roosevelt established a Tenement 

Commission to investigate conditions and make recommendations. 

Windows in tenements became a requirement, while cities constructed 

sewage systems that would promote a cleaner environment and thwart 

the spread of diseases. Despite these efforts, real progress was not made 

for many years as photographs taken by Lewis Hine in 1911 shows. It 

would not be until the mid-20th century that tougher building safety 

and ventilation codes would be passed and actually enforced. The poor 

and immigrant population living in cities today often live in subpar 

conditions, although better than those endured in the late 19th and 
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Anchor Paper – Document-Based Essay—Level 5 – A

early 20th century. However, social service agencies now can offer 

some help. Regulation for garbage collection and disposal also helped 

rid some inner cities such as Chicago of sanitary problems. But such 

progress was slow. 

Government efforts in the area of workers also helped to improve 

working conditions. State laws requiring children to be in school for 

primary education discouraged some child labor and offered children 

hope for assimilation and social mobility. This would cause more jobs 

to be open to adult men and women and maybe result in higher 

wages. Industrial workers could not improve their circumstances on 

their own so they joined unions and went on strike to demand better 

wages and conditions. Sometimes their demands were met but many 

failed (Doc 5). Violent strikes such as Chicago’s Pullman strike was 

bad publicity for unions but at the same time more people began to 

realize that workers were being treated unfairly, especially compared 

with the great wealth of businessmen such as Rockefeller and 

Vanderbilt. Progressive reformers such as Robert La Follette were 

successful in convincing some state governments to pass child labor 

and maximum hour laws. Furthermore, Presidents themselves helped 

workers - Theodore Roosevelt’s involvement in the negotiation between 

an anthracite coal union and coal mine owners led union workers to 

secure better wages and work hours. Workers also gained rights in 

terms of Unions, in the Wagner Act passed during President 

Franklin D. Roosevelt’s New Deal Reform period. This guaranteed the 

right of unions to participate in collective bargaining (Doc. 9). This 

would make it easier for unions to exist and negotiate better pay and 

work hours. 
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Anchor Paper – Document-Based Essay—Level 5 – A

Social reform in the area of housing and working was best 

supported by government action but individuals were almost always 

responsible for making that happen. Legislation improved the lives of 

those living in cities and helped bring public desire for change to 

fruition. Urban society would continue to improve with the support of 

local, state, and national legislation.



Anchor Level 5-A 
 
The response: 
• Thoroughly develops all aspects of the task evenly and in depth for housing conditions and for 

working conditions in urban areas during the late 1800s and early 1900s 
• Is more analytical than descriptive (housing conditions: deplorable conditions often led to deadly 

illness; immigrant families clustered in overcrowded spaces because no other choice; Jane Addams 
dedicated to helping poorest neighborhoods; pressured Chicago to improve sanitation; Progressive 
reformers recognized government had to be persuaded to act; with prompting of general public 
government started to actively legislate for change; despite efforts real progress not made for many 
years as Lewis Hine’s photographs show; working conditions: working women and girls spent their 
days exhausted and without hope; often owners exercised managerial rights by withholding wages; 
industrial workers could not improve circumstances on their own so they joined unions; sometimes 
demands met but many strikes failed; Wagner Act passed during New Deal guaranteed right of 
unions to participate in collective bargaining and made it easier for unions to exist and negotiate) 

• Incorporates relevant information from documents 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 9 
• Incorporates substantial relevant outside information (housing conditions: building owners wanted 

to maximize profit so they divided buildings; Jacob Riis exposed the unsanitary and crowded 
lifestyle of city dwellers; lack of a sewage system promoted spread of cholera and other diseases; 
settlement workers across country helped immigrants lead healthier lives, learn English, and find 
better jobs; New York Governor Theodore Roosevelt established a Tenement Commission; not 
until mid-20th century that tougher building safety and ventilation codes enforced; poor and 
immigrant populations today often live in subpar conditions; working conditions: people became 
wage slaves; lack of fire emergency procedures and fire extinguishers claimed lives of more than 
one hundred workers in Triangle; government for many years had taken laissez-faire approach to 
Gilded Age social injustices; state laws requiring primary education discouraged child labor; 
Pullman strike was bad publicity for unions; workers treated unfairly especially compared with 
businessmen such as Rockefeller and Vanderbilt; Progressive reformers such as Robert LaFollette 
successful in convincing state governments to pass child labor and maximum hour laws) 

• Richly supports the theme with many relevant facts, examples, and details (housing conditions: 
large families often shared one room; tenants lived without windows and toilets; garbage in streets 
spread disease; Addams had incinerator installed at Hull House; cities passed laws to improve 
ventilation and sanitation; working conditions: entire families sewed clothing for long hours, often 
seven days a week in crowded quarters of tenements; women and girls worked in Triangle 
Shirtwaist Factory) 

• Demonstrates a logical and clear plan of organization; includes an introduction that briefly 
summarizes all aspects of the task and a conclusion that briefly summarizes efforts to improve the 
lives of those living in cities 

 
Conclusion: Overall, the response fits the criteria for Level 5. Historical details and analytic 
statements are interwoven and effectively support document interpretation. The assessment of efforts 
to address the conditions integrates relevant economic concepts and demonstrates a good 
understanding of the role played by individuals in encouraging government action.  
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Anchor Paper – Document-Based Essay—Level 5 – B

Throughout the late nineteenth and early twentieth century both 

housing and working conditions in the U.S. were unfavorable. These 

conditions led to attempts by both the people and the government to 

address the problems caused by poor housing and working conditions. 

Housing conditions in America in the late 1800s-1900s were very 

unsatisfactory. The late 1800s saw an increase in immigration from 

Southern & Eastern Europe. These immigrants were not well liked 

since many were uneducated, couldn’t speak English, were’nt 

protestant, and were not wealthy. The Industrial Revolution led to an 

expansion of factories in cities and the availability of jobs for 

unskilled workers which pulled immigrants to the United States. 

Those “strangers” often formed ethnic communities in the heart of 

cities made up of tenement housing which was almost unbearable. 

Living with culturally similar people was comforting to immigrants 

who were surrounded by hardship and a city which did not speak their 

language. It was a way of dealing with windowless overcrowded rooms 

with no ventilation. In these communities the immigrants spoke their 

own language and established their own schools and newspapers. 

These harsh living conditions they endured were a result of very little 

available housing space. Entire families worked together all day at 

home doing piece work in a space that was often noisy, fly-infested, 

and dirty because the windows had to stay open. (Doc 1 and 2) Jacob 

Riis brought these tenement conditions to life with “How the Other 

Half lives” providing photographs of horrific cramped living 

conditions inside tenements. Jacob Riis’s intention was to bring these 

poor conditions to the attention of other people and the government 

possibly gaining support to improve these conditions. (Doc 2) In 
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Anchor Paper – Document-Based Essay—Level 5 – B

American society at this time the poor lived in tenements in cities 

such as New York and at the other end were Americans such as JP 

Morgan living in mansions on 5th Avenue. The gap between the 

workers and “the captains of industry” who controlled the economy 

and the workers’ fate was widening every year. The rich were getting 

richer and the poor were barely surviving. 

During the Progressive Reform Era there were many attempts to 

improve the poor living conditions faced by people in America. An 

example of a successful attempt is the establishment of Settlement 

Houses by social workers such as Jane Adams and Florence Kelly. 

Although women could not vote some became activists because they 

felt they could make a difference. In Jane Adams’s Hull House in 

Chicago, settlement workers attempted to improve sanitary conditions 

by becoming the inspectors of garbage in their wards. Donald Miller’s 

book shows how ambitious and determined settlement workers tried to 

improve sanitation and protect children and others from disease. The 

city of Chicago as well as other cities were convinced to take steps to 

improve sanitation. Although they made attempts, significant 

improvements would require much more money, planning, and time. 

(Doc 4) Settlement Houses acted as community centers for poor 

immigrants and helped further their education by teaching them to 

read and write in English and prepare them for citizenship. Florence 

Kelley investigated sweatshop conditions and lobbied for child labor 

laws in Illinois. By doing this she established a model for others who 

wanted the government to address problems in the cities. Government 

attempts to improve tenement life such as regulations about 

ventilation and sanitation were a step in the right direction. However, 
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Anchor Paper – Document-Based Essay—Level 5 – B

there was much left to be done as tenements continued to be 

overpowered by stench, overcrowded, and with dark and dangerous 

stairwells. Neighborhoods such as Cow Bay and the Old Brewery in 

New York City saw very little improvement in conditions. (Doc 3) The 

end of the tenement would not be achieved during the Progressive Era. 

Workers in America in the 1800s-1900s were under payed, 

overworked, and unhappy. More jobs became available as the US 

industrialized. New machines, mass production, and the assembly 

line which Henry Ford seemed to perfect all contributed to an 

Industrial Revolution that depended on unskilled workers, just as the 

Lowell system did after the Factory system was encouraged by 

Samuel Slater earlier in the 18th century. Factory owners were not 

interested in the protection of workers which would have required 

investments and firewalls and sprinkler systems. The Triangle 

Shirtwaist Fire in the early 1900s is an example of a needless tragedy 

caused by the apathy of employers and builders. Because many 

women died from not being able to escape the building more people 

began to think about worker safety and the treatment of workers. 

Industrial workers faced unsanitary working conditions, and factory 

work was hard since bosses fined employees for every little thing done 

wrong and locked them out of the factory if they arrived late. (Doc 6) 

Workers of all ages were pushed to the limit. 

Many attempts were made to better working conditions. Muckraker 

Upton Sinclair wrote “The Jungle” which exposed ills in the 

meatpacking industry. This attempt to address these conditions was 

not entirely successful since the government responded to the public’s 

disgust about meat by requiring the inspection of meatpacking 
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Anchor Paper – Document-Based Essay—Level 5 – B

plants. This did not specifically address the health and welfare of 

workers as Upton Sinclair had hoped to do. Some strikes were used as 

an attempt by workers to better conditions but were often 

unsuccessful. For example, during the Pullman strike workers went 

on strike because their wages were cut and the company town treated 

them unfairly. The President sent troops to end the strike and the 

Supreme Court ruled in In Re Debs that employers can use court 

injunctions against strikes and took the side of the employer. Earlier 

the federal government had also taken the side of the employer. This 

happened in the Great Railroad Strike of 1877 and later the militia 

was sent in to end the Homestead Steel Strike. Despite workers being 

fired for joining unions and the Supreme Court declaring state laws 

protecting workers unconstitutional, eventually there was some 

progress. Theodore Roosevelt’s Square Deal was a good start for 

workers. The passage of the Wagner Act during FDR’s New Deal was 

successful at bettering working conditions because it gave workers the 

right to bargain collectively. (Doc 9) Also the Fair Labor Standards 

Act limited child labor and working hours and established a 

minimum wage. 

During the late 1800s and early 1900s both housing and working 

conditions were very poor but improved with the actions of reform 

minded people and the federal government.



Anchor Level 5-B  
 
The response:    
• Thoroughly develops all aspects of the task evenly and in depth for housing conditions and for 

working conditions in urban areas during the late 1800s and early 1900s 
• Is more analytical than descriptive (housing conditions: Jacob Riis provided photographs of 

cramped living conditions to gain support to improve conditions; settlement workers at Hull House 
attempted to improve sanitary conditions; although attempts made, significant improvements 
would require more money, planning, and time; government attempts to improve tenement life a 
step in right direction; neighborhoods such as Cow Bay and the Old Brewery in New York City 
saw little improvement; working conditions: entire families worked together all day at home doing 
piecework; underpaid, overworked, and unhappy; as United States industrialized more jobs 
available; factory owners not interested in protection of workers which would have required 
investments and firewalls and sprinkler systems; bosses fined employees for every little thing done 
wrong; workers of all ages pushed to limit) 

• Incorporates relevant information from documents 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 9 
• Incorporates substantial relevant outside information (housing conditions: increase in immigration 

from southern and eastern Europe in 1800s; new immigrants uneducated, could not speak English, 
not Protestant, and not wealthy; often formed ethnic communities where they spoke own language 
and established their own schools and newspapers; although women could not vote some became 
activists; settlement houses acted as community centers for poor immigrants and helped further 
their education by teaching them to read and write in English and preparing them for citizenship; 
end of tenements not achieved during Progressive Era; working conditions: gap between workers 
and captains of industry widening every year; Florence Kelley lobbied for child labor laws in 
Illinois which established a model for others; Triangle Shirtwaist fire led people to think about 
worker safety and treatment of workers; government responded to public’s disgust about meat but 
did not specifically address health and welfare of workers as Upton Sinclair had hoped; Pullman 
workers went on strike because wages cut and company town treated them unfairly; Supreme Court 
ruled in In Re Debs that employers could use court injunctions against strikes; Fair Labor 
Standards Act limited child labor and working hours and established a minimum wage) 

• Richly supports the theme with many relevant facts, examples, and details (housing conditions: 
little available housing space; many attempts to improve poor living conditions during Progressive 
Era; Jane Addams’s Hull House in Chicago; tenements continued to be overpowered by stench, 
overcrowded, and with dark and dangerous stairwells; working conditions: unsanitary; bosses 
locked workers out of factory if workers arrived late; strikes used to better conditions but often 
unsuccessful; Wagner Act passed during Franklin D. Roosevelt’s New Deal gave workers right to 
bargain collectively) 

• Demonstrates a logical and clear plan of organization; includes an introduction and a conclusion 
that are a restatement of the theme  

 
Conclusion: Overall, the response fits the criteria for Level 5. Substantive and relevant historical 
details are used to establish a good economic context for the discussion of both housing and working 
conditions. A thoughtful discussion of the immigrant experience provides a good connection to the 
considerable efforts of settlement workers. 
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In the late 1800s and early 1900s, many immigrants, African 

Americans, and people born and raised in rural America moved to the 

urban areas of the U.S. for work and new opportunities. With the 

mass amount of people moving to the same place around the same 

time, housing and working conditions of these cities became very bad. 

Tenements were awfully close to each other and packed to the brim 

with people. Working conditions were also not excellent. Many factory 

owners took advantage of workers, many who were immigrants, by 

paying them as little as possible. Factory owners would also have their 

employees working ten to sixteen hour work days. Housing and 

working conditions of the late 1800s and early 1900s were unjust 

and needed to be improved. 

Although skyscrapers and bridges were being built, decent and 

inexpensive apartments were not. When immigrants came to the 

United States, the only place where they could afford to live was in a 

room in a tenement. The Jacob Riis photograph shows how a poor 

family of seven, probably immigrants, had themselves and all their 

possessions in one room. Children had no place to go except the streets 

which were crime and disease ridden. Tenements usually had no 

electricity, bad plumbing, and were usually very unsanitary. David 

Von Drehle described the unclean unhealthy air in the cities, 

especially during late summer. “The hot, damp air was full of dirt, 

cement powder, sawdust, and exhaust from the steam shovels” (Doc.1). 

Because these tenements were broken down into the smallest of rooms, 

many people did not have private bath rooms. People who did not live 

in urban areas and people who lived in expensive city neighborhoods 

did not know how awful the conditions were that some people were 
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living in. The Jacob Riis photograph was not a candid shot. The 

family appeared to be posing and have a sense of pride despite their 

living conditions. He published many pictures in a book titled “How 

the Other Half Lives” to try to inform the “upper half” of the city about 

what needed to be done. Some recognized that other problems could 

result from these crowded tenement neighborhoods. Terrible fires such 

as the Chicago Fire were always a possibility. Fires spread quickly 

because the tenements were built so close together that when one 

tenement caught fire, the others caught the flames, too. Many began 

to realize that something needed to change. In New York, laws were 

made to improve tenement living like a window must be in every 

room, and requiring indoor plumbing, better maintenance and 

sanitation, according to Tyler Anbinder (Doc. 3). In Chicago the city 

appointed an inspector of garbage and more fire departments were 

established. However, whatever was done was not enough to take care of 

all the problems faced by people in the cities. Even though regulations 

were passed about windows and plumbing, improvements in the 

quality of life for tenements were not significant. Although some 

tenements were torn down, many remained. Overcrowding continued. 

Although Jane Addams and Mary McDowell forced Chicago to take 

action to get rid of garbage, sanitary conditions did not improve all 

that much. People often continued dumping garbage into the streets.  

Tenements were not the only unjust problems that needed to be 

solved. Working conditions in cities were almost as bad as 

Tenements. City factory owners made their employees work long 

hours, for little pay in awful conditions. Desperate for income, workers 

such as the young sisters making shirtwaists lived in constant fear 
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of dismissal (Doc 6). Whether in factories, on railroads, or in coal 

mines, workers were exploited. They had to work a six to seven day 

week and if they got hurt, they would not be able to get compensation 

(even if the injury was from the job) and they would most likely be 

fired (Doc. 5). There was no safety net. Factory owners were very very 

harsh to their workers. According to Miriam Finn Scott, if one did not 

come in at eight o’clock, the owner would shut and lock the doors, so 

the worker would not be able to come in until noon and miss half of a 

work day and pay. He did this so everyone would come into work 

early or on time, so he did not miss any of their working time (Doc. 6). 

Similar to the Chicago Fire, another eye opening fire brought 

corruption into the public’s view. The Triangle Shirtwaist Factory in 

New York City had a fire that spread to the three upper floors and when 

the workers tried to get out, the doors were locked by the owner not 

wanting his workers to leave work with pieces of fabric or to talk to 

union organizers. Many of the workers jumped out of windows to 

their demise, because there were not enough fire escapes. Without fire 

safety procedures in tall city buildings every worker’s life was at 

risk. Many of the dead were laid out on the Sidewalk, so people could 

identify them if they knew them. Yet again, people realized that 

something had to change, especially after the factory owners were 

found innocent of any wrong doing. The Progressive Party made 

some proposals that would prohibit child labor, cut working hours, set 

a minimum wage, gave a one day resting time, etc. (Doc. 8). But 

when Franklin Roosevelt signed the National Labor Relations Act 

known as the Wagner Act something actually did become law for 

working conditions. The Wagner Act made owners work with labor 
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unions (Doc. 9). 

The housing and working conditions were originally unjust and 

unfair to the people that had to deal with them. Once a horrific event 

came along to show the general public how terrible conditions were, 

laws were proposed to make things better. Improvements in housing 

conditions were somewhat successful because there were improvements 

including plumbing systems, more windows and better sanitation. 

The working conditions were successful in gaining more rights for 

unions which eventually led to better conditions like the prohibition of 

child labor. The Wagner Act focused more on labor unions rather than 

the true problems at hand. But when labor unions by law, can 

negiotate with the owner, better working hours and better pay were 

feasible. Through disasters, problems and corruptions within the 

housing and working conditions were seen and put back on the right 

track of justice.



Anchor Level 4-A  
 
The response: 
• Develops all aspects of the task for housing conditions and for working conditions in urban areas 

during the late 1800s and early 1900s  
• Is both descriptive and analytical (housing conditions: although skyscrapers and bridges being built 

decent and inexpensive apartments were not; tenements broken down into smallest of rooms; 
people not living in urban areas or living in expensive neighborhoods did not know how awful 
conditions were; Jacob Riis’s photograph not a candid shot because family appeared to be posing 
and have pride in living conditions; Riis tried to inform “upper half” of city; problems could result 
from crowded tenement neighborhoods; regulations passed but improvements in quality of life 
were not significant; although Jane Addams and Mary McDowell forced Chicago to take action 
sanitary conditions did not improve much; working conditions: factory owners made employees 
work long hours for little pay in awful conditions; desperate workers lived in constant fear of 
dismissal; if workers got hurt they were not able to get compensation even if injury was from the 
job and they most likely would be fired; without fire safety procedures every worker’s life at risk; 
when labor unions can negotiate with owners better working hours and better pay feasible) 

• Incorporates relevant information from all the documents  
• Incorporates relevant outside information (housing conditions: terrible fires such as Chicago Fire 

always possible; spread quickly because tenements close together; some tenements torn down but 
many remained; working conditions: Triangle Factory fire in New York City spread to three upper 
floors; factory doors locked by owners so workers would not leave work with fabric or talk to 
union organizers; many workers jumped out of windows because not enough fire escapes; people 
realized something had to change especially after factory owners found innocent) 

• Supports the theme with relevant facts, examples, and details (housing conditions: tenements 
usually had no electricity, bad plumbing, and very unsanitary; Riis photographed tenements for 
How the Other Half Lives; New York laws passed to improve tenement living such as requiring 
windows, indoor plumbing, better maintenance, and sanitation; Chicago appointed inspector of 
garbage; working conditions: ten- to sixteen-hour workdays; if workers not on time owner would 
lock doors so not able to come in until noon and miss half day of work and pay; Progressive Party 
made proposals to prohibit child labor, cut working hours, set a minimum wage, and give one day 
of rest; Franklin Roosevelt signed National Labor Relations Act) 

• Demonstrates a logical and clear plan of organization; includes an introduction that discusses 
housing and working conditions faced by those living in urban areas in the late 1800s and early 
1900s and a conclusion that summarizes the extent to which attempts to improve housing and 
working conditions were successful 

 
Conclusion: Overall, the response fits the criteria for Level 4. Document interpretation is supported by 
good relevant outside information, especially in the discussion of the impact of fire on both housing 
and working conditions. Some good conclusions are integrated into the narrative; however, additional 
supporting facts and details and additional analysis would have strengthened the effort. 
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During the late 1800s and early 1900s, housing and working 

conditions were extremely poor and often harmful to the individual. 

Overcrowding at home, low wages, and unsafe working conditions 

were all factors that contributed to being in the lower class and often 

prevented them from climbing the social ladder. These unfair 

conditions would face opposition in later years that was led by both 

the federal government and by individuals. This opposition helped 

contribute to some improvements in their conditions. 

People living in urban areas often faced unsafe conditions. Living 

quarters were small, neighborhoods were overcrowded, and public 

sanitation was often disregarded because no one seemed to know how 

to make the city cleaner or healthy because of the increasing number 

of people and tenements in the city (doc. 1 and doc. 4). Entire 

families and sometimes more than one family would live in tenement 

apartments in often just a single room with a bathroom shared with 

many other families. Families were forced to use these rooms for 

multiple purposes, ranging anywhere from cooking dinner to 

sleeping. Sometimes women and children worked in these tenement 

rooms as well (doc. 2). As wealthier individuals began to move away 

from the center of Cities, the poor were forced by economic 

circumstances to stay behind in the horrible housing of the city in an 

environment of crowds, poor sanitation, and crime. People were not 

able to be freed from the cycle of poverty because of unfair conditions 

that also plagued them in the workplace. There were hardships living 

in the tenements and hardships working in the factories. 

The late 1800s is a time period in history when big businesses 

dominated the economy and Sought to make the most profit. They 
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justified their earnings by claiming success was a result of “natural 

selection”. This often led to the exploitation of workers and unfair 

practices being placed upon them. Two major businesses of this time 

were Standard Oil, owned by John D. Rockefeller and Andrew 

Carnegie’s Steel Corporation. Workers in these companies and in 

almost every other industry often faced low wages, unsanitary 

working conditions, and long or unfair hours (doc. 5). With so 

many unskilled immigrants arriving in the country and so much 

competition for jobs employers would pay workers very little. Factory 

bosses were often harsh and unfair to their employees and with so 

much machinery factory life was dangerous, tiring, and stressful 

(doc. 6). One meatpacking factory, described in Upton Sinclair’s The 

Jungle, had rats and saw dust being mixed into the food. Workers in 

this factory and others could easily get injured or become sick with 

debilitating illnesses and then the employer would often not 

compensate them while absent or even hold their jobs for them because 

they did not have to. These horrendous conditions are what would 

spark social and political change. 

There were many attempts to fix the horrid conditions of both 

urban housing and industrial jobs and these attempts were met with 

moderate success. Individuals such as Jane Adams led grassroot 

movements to improve the conditions of the cities (doc. 4). Jane helped 

immigrants assimilate to city life with her Hulls houses and inspired 

the formation of many other settlement houses across the country 

such as Henry Street in New York City. These houses were successful 

in helping the urban poor deal with their problems and learn how to 

live in America. Adams and others worked to help families, fight 
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against child labor, and give people hope. An effort by the government 

to improve housing conditions was the enactment of stricter 

regulatory laws for housing in New York City (doc. 3). These laws 

were somewhat successful because they required certain beneficial 

accomodations for public apartments such as windows and Stairwells 

with better lighting. However, landlords often ignored these 

requirements. An example of common citizens fighting for better 

working conditions can be seen in the formation of the labor unions 

such as the Knights of Labor which included unskilled workers 

unlike the American Federation of Labor which only included skilled 

workers. Organized by Terrance Powderly, and Samuel Gompers, 

these unions led strikes and protests for better working conditions. 

Some strikes were successful but often workers gained nothing let 

alone their “principal demands” (doc 5). Company owners did not feel 

the need to sit down with workers to discuss their complaints. In 1912 

the Progressive Party favored worker organizations but it would be 

many years later before real progress was made in unionization. An 

attempt was finally made by the federal government to protect 

workers in unions as can be seen in the passing of the Wagner Act. 

This act gave unions the right to bargain collectively which would 

mean company owners would have to negotiate with workers. 

During the Great Depression, the problems faced by workers were too 

great and the government had to take direct action to asist the poor. In 

FDR’s New Deal, the president funded multiple programs for the relief, 

recovery, and reform of the economy. Two of these programs include 

the CCC-Civilian Conservation Corp., and the WPA-Works Progress 

Administration which gave jobs to workers. The programs of the New 
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Deal were met with success in improving working conditions and 

helping the unemployed. 

In the late 1800s, the poor living in the Cities faced terrible housing 

and working conditions. As a result of public and government 

action, these people were able to obtain improvements in their 

conditions and the living conditions of people in the future of 

American Society.



Anchor Level 4-B 
 
The response: 
• Develops all aspects of the task for housing conditions and for working conditions in urban areas 

during the late 1800s and early 1900s  
• Is both descriptive and analytical (housing conditions: small living quarters, overcrowded 

neighborhoods, and public sanitation often disregarded; no one seemed to know how to make city 
cleaner or healthy because of increasing number of people and tenements; poor forced by economic 
circumstances to stay in horrible housing in environment of crowds, poor sanitation, and crime; 
Jane Addams led grassroots movements to improve conditions; laws required windows and 
stairwells with better lighting; unable to break from cycle of poverty because of unfair conditions 
that also plagued them at work; working conditions: exploitation of workers and unfair practices; 
bosses often harsh and unfair to employees; factory life dangerous, tiring, and stressful; could 
easily get injured or become sick with debilitating illnesses and employers would often not 
compensate them while they were absent or even hold their jobs for them; some strikes successful 
but often workers gained nothing let alone their principal demands; many years before real 
progress made in unionization; Wagner Act attempted to protect workers in unions) 

• Incorporates relevant information from documents 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, and 9 
• Incorporates relevant outside information (housing conditions: sometimes more than one family 

would live in tenement apartments in single room with bathroom shared by many; Addams helped 
immigrants assimilate to city life with Hull House and inspired formation of settlement houses 
across country such as Henry Street in New York City; settlement houses helped urban poor deal 
with problems and learn how to live in America; landlords often ignored requirements; working 
conditions: big business justified success as a result of natural selection; with so many unskilled 
immigrants and so much competition employers would pay workers very little; meatpacking 
factory described in Upton Sinclair’s The Jungle had rats and sawdust mixed into food; unions 
such as Knights of Labor and American Federation of Labor led strikes and protests for better 
conditions; company owners did not feel need to sit down with workers to discuss complaints; 
Franklin D. Roosevelt’s New Deal programs such as Civilian Conservation Corps and Works 
Progress Administration gave jobs to workers during Great Depression) 

• Supports the theme with relevant facts, examples, and details (housing conditions: families forced 
to use rooms for multiple purposes from cooking dinner to sleeping; government enacted stricter 
regulatory laws for housing in New York City; working conditions: women and children worked in 
tenement rooms; John D. Rockefeller’s Standard Oil and Andrew Carnegie’s steel corporation; 
workers often faced low wages, unsanitary conditions, and long or unfair hours; organized by 
Terrance Powderly and Samuel Gompers; Progressive Party favored workers; Wagner Act gave 
unions right to bargain collectively) 

• Demonstrates a logical and clear plan of organization; includes an introduction that briefly 
summarizes all aspects of the task and a conclusion that is a restatement of the theme 

 
Conclusion: Overall, the response fits the criteria for Level 4. Good historical references are integrated 
throughout the response, especially in the discussion of working conditions. While document 
interpretation reflects good economic understanding, further development would have strengthened the 
response.  
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Following the Civil War and Reconstruction, the United States 

modified its farming culture to welcome the modern industrial world. 

Little by little, plots of land turned into towns and then towering 

cities. Eventually, many set aside agriculture for the architecture of 

skyscrapers, and industries and populations of cities grew rapidly. 

However, the early 20th century brought many problems since 

workers and tenants faced very poor conditions. 

Many of the people who were living in tenements were immigrants 

from Southern and Eastern Europe, better known as the new 

immigration. Many of those immigrants did not speak English and 

of those who did most were not fluent in reading or writing it so 

assimilation would be difficult for these groups. Many families 

immigrated to America in large groups and from poor economic 

conditions. They traveled to America and still found themselves in 

poor economic conditions. The tenaments in some New York City 

neighborhoods were packed since up to 800 people occupied 1 acre of 

space (Doc 1). There was very poor ventilation in the buildings. In the 

summer it was hot and hard to breathe because of the dirty air. 

Unhealthy conditions led to many babies and children becoming ill. 

In some buildings, large families (7 people) would occupy a single 

room where they would all sleep, eat, and sometimes work together to 

make barely enough money to buy food. (Document 2A). Living like 

this was very hard for families, some who never adjusted to life in the 

United States. Since many native-born Americans resented the new 

immigrants they never felt welcomed. There seemed to be no place for 

them to turn for help. Tenants also faced sanitation and maintenance 

issues for in some cases, trash would pile up in poor neighborhoods 
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because there was no one to pick it up. This was bad for the health of 

tenement dwellers who were already weakened from long hours of 

work and hunger. 

Individuals and local and State authorities tried to improve living 

conditions in order to make life better for tenants. Settlement 

workers, for example, would record and research some of the issues 

with buildings and would send reports to city hall. (Doc 4). However, 

sometimes the reports were ignored so this method provided only 

limited relief to tenants. Settlement workers such as Jane Addams 

would take matters in their own hands and be persistent to see that 

issues like sanitation would be addressed (doc 4). Many states 

enacted regulatory laws to improve living conditions. New York, for 

example, passed laws for “better ventilation and sanitation, improved 

maintenance, and indoor plumbing” (Doc 3). Unfortunately these 

laws were often ignored by landlords and tenents remained in many 

of the same conditions as the conditions depicted in Jacob Riis’s 

photographs. 

As bad as housing conditions were, it is possible to say that 

working conditions in the early 20th century were more stressing 

and less humane. Immigrants provided cheap, reliable labor since 

many of them were not able to complain or to join unions because they 

had families to support. In fact, often they were used as strikebreakers. 

Factories were dirty, infested with vermin and disease as The Jungle 

explained about meatpacking companies. Employers could treat 

employees as they wished fining and punishing them as well as 

paying them whenever and whatever they felt like (Doc 6). Women 

and children were constantly exposed to the harsh conditions of a 10 
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to 16 hour workday sometimes 7 days a week working with loud and 

dangerous machines (Doc 5). Inadequate washing and bathroom 

facilities were always a problem, as well as constant concern about 

fire and illness. There was no compensation for injured workers and 

injuries often went untreated. Children often suffered serious injury 

from hard-to-handle machinery. This could be a serious setback for 

families who depended on children’s wages to help with expenses. 

Anyone could be fired and replaced in the wink of an eye (Doc 5). 

However, even though wages were was badly needed, workers would 

not continue to tolerate harsh conditions for the petty amounts they 

recieved. Some workers tried to join labor unions and some women 

organized walkouts to improve conditions in New York City textile 

factories. The most common method in the late 1800s for better 

working conditions were strikes. Between the years 1881 to 1886, the 

number of strikes multiplied by 3, roughly increasing to about 1,411 

strikes affecting almost 10 thousand companies (Doc 5). 

Unfortunatly 40% of the strikes were unsuccessful (Doc 5) and some 

strikes caused employees more strife by their employers (Doc 6). 

Strikebreakers, blacklists, and lockouts made it difficult for unions 

to conduct successful strikes. Striking could mean a worker’s 

dismissal. The Triangle Shirtwaist Factory fire resulted in demands 

for more protection for workers, including for children working with 

their families in tenements throughout New York City. As a result of 

the horrific deaths, New York State investigated through the New York 

Factory Investigating Commisien, which agreed that working 

conditions needed several improvements and so made many 

recommendations such as more fire exits and medical supervision.



Anchor Level 4-C 
 
The response: 
• Develops all aspects of the task for housing conditions and for working conditions in urban areas 

during the late 1800s and early 1900s  
• Is both descriptive and analytical (housing conditions: some tenements in New York City packed 

up to eight hundred people per acre; trash would pile up because there was no one to pick it up; 
settlement workers researched issues and sent reports to city hall which were sometimes ignored; 
Jane Addams persistent in seeing issues addressed; laws often ignored by landlords and tenants 
ended up in same conditions as in Jacob Riis’s photographs; working conditions: employers could 
treat employees as they wished paying them whenever and whatever they felt like; inadequate 
washing and bathroom facilities in factories a problem as well as concern about fire and illness; 
injured children a setback for families who depended on wages; some strikes resulted in more strife 
for employees; striking could mean a worker’s dismissal; New York Factory Investigating 
Commission agreed working conditions needed improvement so made recommendations) 

• Incorporates relevant information from documents 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 
• Incorporates relevant outside information (housing conditions: many living in tenements were 

immigrants from southern and eastern Europe; many did not speak English or were not fluent in 
reading or writing it so assimilation difficult; many families immigrated to America in large groups 
and from poor economic conditions and still found themselves in poor economic conditions; some 
never adjusted to life in United States; working conditions: immigrants provided cheap, reliable 
labor since not able to complain or join unions; often used as strikebreakers; factories dirty and 
infested with vermin and disease as The Jungle explained; women organized walkouts to improve 
conditions in New York City textile factories; strikebreakers, blacklists, and lockouts made it 
difficult for unions to conduct successful strikes; Triangle Shirtwaist Factory fire resulted in 
demands for more protection for workers) 

• Supports the theme with relevant facts, examples, and details (housing conditions: poor ventilation 
in buildings; in some buildings large families occupied a single room where they would sleep, eat, 
and sometimes work; sanitation and maintenance issues; New York passed laws for better 
ventilation and sanitation, improved maintenance, and indoor plumbing; working conditions: 
women and children ten- to sixteen-hour workday sometimes seven days a week working with loud 
and dangerous machines; no compensation for injured workers and injuries often untreated; some 
tried to join labor unions; used strikes to get better conditions; number of strikes multiplied by 
three affecting almost 10,000 companies) 

• Demonstrates a logical and clear plan of organization; includes an introduction that states the 
United States modified its farming culture to welcome the modern industrial world and lacks a 
conclusion  

 
Conclusion: Overall, the response fits the criteria for Level 4. The discussion of housing and working 
conditions is supported by thoughtful document interpretation and some good conclusions. While good 
historical references are included in the treatment of the extent to which efforts were successful, 
additional supporting facts and details and further analysis are needed to support a higher level paper. 
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As the United States began to shift into the 20th Century, its 

economy began to be focused on industrialization. However, with this 

increasing focus on industrialization came uncertainty: where 

should people live and how would factories be run? This question 

propelled the country into its Progressive Era. This was a response to 

cramped tenements and brutal working conditions. Attempts to 

address the squalid conditions were successful to some, but not to 

others. 

With industrialization, more and more people began to relocate to 

urban centers hoping for prosperity. Although there was prosperity in 

the cities, industrialists dominated the economy and basically 

controlled much of the wealth. They welcomed unskilled workers who 

could keep their factories running and who they could pay very little. 

Among this mass of people was immigrants, often coming from 

southern and eastern Europe. As big as cities were, there hadn’t yet 

been developed an economically practical way to house the thousands 

of people moving to the cities. Although skyscrapers were being built to 

accommodate more people and offices, they did not house new arrivals. 

Thus, multitudes of families were forced to live in tenements. 

Muckrakers, photographers and writers who exposed the negative side 

of society, often focused on tenement life. Families of five, six, or even 

seven were at times forced to share one room. A modern writer, David 

Von Drehle, describes the air as full of “dirt, cement powder, sawdust, 

and exhaust from steam shovels” (Doc 1). The close quarters led to 

excessive heat and unbearable breathing conditions. Photographers 

like Jacob Riis and Lewis Hine brought light upon these issues, 

hoping that the public would pressure the government to intervene. 
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And they did, to an extent. Strict tenement laws in New York 

required “better ventilation and sanitation, improved maintenance, 

and indoor plumbing” (Doc 3). Like many things, these laws were 

good in theory, but were easy to abuse. Tenement owners placed 

windows on the inside in order to bypass ventilation requirements. 

This, for a while, left tenements “just as awful as Jacob Riis had 

found in the late 1880s” (Doc 3). Besides the government, some 

attempted to improve living conditions on an individual level. People 

like Jane Addams established a settlement house in Chicago which led 

to the establishment of settlement houses in many different cities. 

Social workers in these houses were community minded and were 

determined to improve tenement neighborhoods and give people hope. 

These houses gave immigrants and the poor a place to gather that 

provided education and daycare for working families. Addams also 

took steps to improve sanitation in the streets. She installed a small 

incinerator at Hull House, had research done on garbage conditions 

and applied to be a garbage collector. Her efforts received much 

publicity. This pressure on the government “forced the city to take 

measures to improve sanitary conditions in some immigrant wards” 

(Doc. 4). Though actions were taken, they weren’t taken until the turn 

of the century, and they didn’t do all that much. Despite this, any 

improvements in living conditions are important. Although squalid 

tenements still exist they don’t receive as much attention as they 

should.  

Another challenge that came with industrialization was to improve 

working conditions. As mentioned, many moved to the city in hopes 

of economic opportunity but seemed to find only economic insecurity. 
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Whether working in tenement sweatshops or in city factories, the life 

of the worker was abysmal. People would work, but weren’t treated very 

favorably. Workers were often forced to cope with “erratic pay” and 

“ten-, twelve,- and even fourteen-hour days” (Doc 5). They weren’t 

often respected because there generally was an over supply of workers 

which meant none of them had much power. Naturally, workers began 

to fight back, but unfortunately, they could do little to improve 

workplace conditions. Labor Unions weren’t successful immediately, 

partly due to the negative association with the Great Strikes of 1877. 

However, the number of strikes increased year by year. Only about 

half of these strikes were successful, unfortunately, but slowly 

unions became more respected. The government also began to 

intervene. As a result of the hazardous conditions surrounding the 

Triangle Shirtwaist Fire, the Factory Investigating Commission 

recommended in “increase in stairwells and exits” (Doc 7), which that 

factory did not have, among other precautions. The Progressive Party, 

a political party dissatisfied with the pace of reform actions taken by 

others, also had “the prohibition of child labor” (Doc 8) in their 

platform. During the Progressive Era, Congress passed a child labor 

law that was declared unconstitutional. Eventually, however, besides 

passing the Wagner Act to help workers, the New Deal also began to 

regulate child labor. 



 Anchor Level 3-A  
 
The response: 
• Develops all aspects of the task with some depth for housing conditions and for working conditions 

in urban areas during the late 1800s and early 1900s  
• Is more descriptive than analytical (housing conditions: big cities not developed in a practical way 

to house thousands moving to them; although skyscrapers built to accommodate more people they 
did not house new arrivals; photographs of Jacob Riis and Lewis Hine influenced public to 
pressure government; New York tenement laws good in theory but easy to abuse; Jane Addams’s 
work forced Chicago to improve sanitary conditions although did not do that much; working 
conditions: many moved to city for economic opportunity but found only economic insecurity; 
whether working in tenement sweatshops or in factories life of worker abysmal; workers often not 
respected because oversupply of workers; slowly unions became more respected) 

• Incorporates some relevant information from documents 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, and 9 
• Incorporates relevant outside information (housing conditions: muckrakers, photographers, and 

writers exposed negative side of tenement life; inside windows bypassed ventilation requirements; 
social workers in settlement houses community minded; provided a place to gather for education 
and day care; squalid tenements still exist but do not receive much attention; working conditions: 
industrialists welcomed unskilled workers who could keep factories running and could be paid 
little; included immigrants from southern and eastern Europe; labor unions not immediately 
successful partly due to Great Strikes of 1877; as a result of Triangle fire Factory Investigating 
Commission recommended increase in stairwells and exits; Progressive Party dissatisfied with pace 
of reform; during Progressive Era child labor law passed but declared unconstitutional) 

• Includes some relevant facts, examples, and details (housing conditions: families of five, six, or 
even seven at times forced to share one room; air in tenements full of dirt, cement powder, 
sawdust, and exhaust; laws required better ventilation and sanitation, improved maintenance, and 
indoor plumbing; Addams installed a small incinerator at Hull House, researched garbage 
conditions, and applied to be garbage collector; working conditions: workers often forced to cope 
with erratic pay and ten-, twelve-, and even fourteen-hour days; number of strikes increased every 
year but only about half successful; prohibition of child labor in Progressive Party platform; New 
Deal passed Wagner Act to help workers and began to regulate child labor) 

• Demonstrates a satisfactory plan of organization; includes an introduction that states with a focus 
on industrialization came uncertainty as to where people should live and how factories should be 
run and lacks a conclusion 

 
Conclusion: Overall, the response fits the criteria for Level 3. While document information is often 
presented in a straightforward style and sometimes quoted, supportive outside historical references 
indicate a good understanding of housing and working conditions. While some analytical statements 
regarding the success of efforts to address conditions are provided, further development would have 
strengthened the discussion.  
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During the late 1800’s and early 1900’s both housing and working 

conditions were subpar for many Americans living and working in 

urban areas. To address both of these conditions, the American people 

as well as state and federal government took a stand in improving the 

lives of Americans working and living in these conditions, all with 

varying degrees of success. 

In the late 1800’s and early 1900’s, urban areas grew as a result of 

the increase in industrialization and many Americans 

concentrating their lives in cities in order to find work. This led to the 

rising development of tenement houses in cities as poorer Americans 

as well as immigrants from Southern and Eastern Europe could not 

afford to live in areas far from their jobs and commute everyday to 

work. Tenement houses grew overcrowded with large families 

occupying small rooms of living as seen in Doc. 2a. A family of 7 is 

seen together in a small area with not much more than a bed, 

kitchenset, and closet for them all. One door was their exit to a 

hallway which probably led to bathroom facilities shared by many 

families. As a result of overcrowding of tenements, people who lived 

their also experienced terrible sanitation conditions, as many 

tenements did not have indoor plumbing and if they did it was 

limited or didn’t function well. Because of these conditions and 

because these tenements were so hot in the summer they were generally 

riddled with bugs and flies. Doc. 1 describes one such tenement where 

there were flies everywhere, constant irratable noise and poor 

ventalation where the air was filled with dirt, cement powder, sawdust, 

and exhaust. Disease ran rampant in these tenement houses because of 

the overcrouding and poor sanitation, as well as the fact that many of 
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those who lived there were poor and unable to afford medicalcare. 

To improve the living conditions of tenement dwellers, many 

Americans tried to expose the terrible conditions tenements faced, aid 

them in improving their lives, and advocate for government action to 

improve tenement homes. Individuals like Jacob Riis used books and 

photographs to show the American public how poorer people were living, 

despite the affluence of many, especially in the late 19th century. In 

his work, How the Other Half Lives, Riis called attention to the harsh 

conditions and suffering people faced in tenement houses. Many 

people had no idea how bad tenement living conditions were until his 

book was published. His, as well as others, efforts were successful in 

encouraging reformers to come to the aid of the poor. One prominent 

leader addressing the conditions of tenement housing was Jane 

Addams. As described in Doc. 4 Addams tried to ensure proper 

sanitation of tenement housing by increasing community awareness 

of the link between garbage and disease. She followed around the 

cities garbage wagon to make sure they were actually getting to the 

dump. In addition to this, Addams was the founder of Hull House in 

Chicago, a settlement house directed at improving the lives of 

immigrants in tenement houses by advising them on medical care 

and a place to gather together. Her efforts and those of Hull House were 

not always immediately successful but can be deemed somewhat 

successful as she attracted many young women to come to the aid of 

tenement dwellers, including Florence Kelly who worked for many 

years with the National Consumer League and pressured Illinois 

State officials to improve conditions for women and children living 

and working in tenements. State governments attempted to improve 
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the conditions of tenements by passing laws demanding the 

improvement of sanitation + ventilation. In Doc 3, NY passed a series 

of laws to improve tenement life, however these attempts were mostly 

unsuccessful because of the lack of regulation to enforce the 

improvements. Most tenements remained unimproved with 

disgusting conditions for the dwellers. 

During this time period, working conditions were harsh as well. 

Factory jobs plagued workers with unsanitary + unsafe conditions 

with low or sporadic pay, long hours and few ways to negotiate better 

conditions. Doc 5 describes the workers’ fear of being fired, an 

increase in the number of women and children who were forced to work 

in unfavorable conditions, and no compensation for injuries 

sustained on the job. Work was especially hard on women factory 

workers who recieved substantially less pay than men yet were subject 

to the same terrible conditions. Doc 6 describes women in a textile 

factory working monotonously at the hand of a strict boss who would 

often dock their pay. In Greenwich Village, unfavorable crowded 

working conditions in a textile factory that had no fire sprinkler 

system and hardly any access to fire doors and fire escapes led to the 

Triangle Shirtwaist Fire which left many young women dead. 

There were many efforts to improve the conditions of factory 

workers. Workers took it upon themselves to strike until they recieved 

the conditions they wanted, as described in Doc. 5. There was the the 

Great Strikes of 1877, the Pullman Strike, and the Homstead strike 

during this time period however, as stated in Doc 5, 40% of strikes 

were deemed unsuccessful, mostly because the federal government 

sided with big business coorporations rather than unions and sent 
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troops or ordered workers to return to work without a change in 

conditions. Third parties emerged to combat injustices suffered by 

workers on a national level, most notably the Progressive Party. In 

Doc 8, proposals of the Progressive Party are described, including the 

effort to have legislation passed to prevent industrial accidents, 

prevent child labor establish a 7 day work week, etc. Although the 

Progressive Party never had a presidential candidate elected, they were 

influential in inspiring major party candidates to adopt some of their 

ideals. During the 1930’s, Franklin Roosevelt’s presidential 

administration, his New Deal efforts to improve the American 

economy during the Great Depression also included a measure known 

as the Wagner Act that would lead to improving the condition of 

factory workers. As described in Doc. 9, the Wagner act allowed labor 

unions to bargain collectively with their employeers, giving them the 

power to negotiate their terms of employment and improved working 

conditions, backed by federal oversight. This was seen as a great 

success by many union leaders and factory workers. 

Housing conditions and working conditions were prominent 

issues faced by the American people during the late 1800’s and early 

1900’s and each was addressed through the movement of the American 

public, state, or federal government legislature.



Anchor Level 3-B 
 
The response: 
• Develops all aspects of the task with some depth for housing conditions and for working conditions 

in urban areas during the late 1800s and early 1900s  
• Is more descriptive than analytical (housing conditions: tenements generally riddled with bugs and 

flies; disease rampant in tenements because of overcrowding and poor sanitation; people no idea 
how bad tenement conditions were until Jacob Riis’s book; settlement houses improved lives of 
immigrants by advising them on medical care and providing a place to gather; Jane Addams work 
attracted young women to aid tenement dwellers; New York laws mostly unsuccessful because 
hard to enforce; working conditions: factory jobs plagued workers with unsanitary and unsafe 
conditions, low or sporadic pay, long hours, and few ways to negotiate; workers feared injuries and 
being fired; Progressive Party emerged to combat injustices on national level; Wagner Act allowed 
labor unions to bargain collectively with employers to improve working conditions; seen as a 
success by many union leaders and workers) 

• Incorporates some relevant information from all the documents  
• Incorporates relevant outside information (housing conditions: rising development of tenements as 

poor families and immigrants from southern and eastern Europe could not afford to live in areas far 
from jobs and commute to work; bathroom facilities shared by many families; Florence Kelley 
worked with National Consumer League pressuring Illinois state officials to improve conditions for 
women and children living and working in tenements; working conditions: in Greenwich Village 
textile factory with no fire sprinkler system and hardly any access to fire doors and fire escapes led 
to Triangle Shirtwaist fire which left many young women dead; workers struck for conditions they 
wanted in Great Strikes of 1877, Pullman Strike, and Homestead Strike; federal government sided 
with big business corporations and sent troops or ordered workers to return to work without 
changes; although no Progressive Party presidential candidate elected the party influential in 
inspiring major party candidates to adopt some of their ideas) 

• Includes some relevant facts, examples, and details (housing conditions: tenements grew 
overcrowded with large families occupying small rooms; family of seven seen with not much more 
than bed, kitchen set, and closet; air filled with dirt, cement powder, sawdust, and exhaust; Riis’s 
book How the Other Half Lives; Addams founder of Hull House; Addams appointed garbage 
inspector for her ward; working conditions: 40 percent of strikes deemed unsuccessful; Progressive 
Party proposed legislation to prevent industrial accidents, prevent child labor, and establish a 
seven-day work week; President Franklin D. Roosevelt’s New Deal included Wagner Act that 
would improve conditions of factory workers) 

• Demonstrates a satisfactory plan of organization; includes an introduction and a conclusion that are 
a restatement of the theme 

 
Conclusion: Overall, the response fits the criteria for Level 3. The strength of the response is in the 
discussion of the extent efforts to address housing and working conditions were successful and in the 
amount of outside information. Further integration of otherwise scattered analytic statements supported 
by additional facts and details would have strengthened the response.  
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The emergence of big business, railroads, and industrialization 

gave rise to new patterns in housing and working conditions in the 

United States. Those new patterns led to an increase in the population 

of cities and also an increase in problems. During the late 19th 

century and the early 20th century, the nation experienced attempts 

to improve city living and the lives of workers. Through protests, 

literature, and eventually legislation, these attempts were successful 

to a large extent. 

The latter part of the 1800s and the early 1900s saw the rapid pace 

of industrialization of the United States. As a result of this 

industrialization, more factories were built and the number of jobs 

increased. This led to an increase in immigration from Europe and an 

increase of people moving from rural areas to the urban setting where 

jobs were available. The product of all of these factors were poor living 

and housing conditions. Many people lived in tenements, in small, 

often one room apartments in which multiple families lived. It was 

common to find various generations of an extended family living in 

the same tenement. Jacob Riis published a book of photography titled 

How the Other Half Lives (Doc 2a). In the book, Riis photographs 

demonstrates the poverty found in urban, New York City lives. In 

Document 2, both parts A and B clearly show that the tight, cramped, 

and unsafe living conditions continued from the late 19th century 

into the early 20th century. People living in New York City 

tenements were surrounded by never-ending flies, crowds, and 

construction. There was no escape from the misery of tenement living, 

just the hope that if they worked hard enough their lives would get 

better. But working hard was no guarantee that this would happen. 
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Working conditions were often equally as horrible as housing 

conditions. Unsanitary working spaces, unregulated labor hours, and 

extremely low wages were all experienced by workers during this age 

of urban industrialization. As mentioned in document 6, workers 

were subject to the will of the factory owners. Women and children 

were especially at risk of falling victims to the factory boss’ complete 

control of wages, and their control of working hours. Factories were 

also unsafe, and factory owners often locked workers indoors and 

forced them to stay until the workday ended, which may extend up to 

16 hours a day of a six or seven day workweek (doc 5), was over. 

It was not until the living conditions were exposed and tragedy 

struck that change began to occur. In Chicago, for example, Jane 

Addams, the founder of the Hull House, a settlement home, attempted 

to improve sanitary conditions with the Women’s Club. This club 

became very involved in the movement for the regulation of tenement 

labor and housing to improve conditions. In document 4, it is 

described that Addams had an incinerator installed at Hull House in 

which garbage was to be disposed. Garbage was often thrown out of 

windows or collected/stored out on the streets. Addams and the 

Women’s Club attempted to clean the streets, and their actions led to 

Chicago taking action to improve sanitary conditions after 1900. The 

Chicago meat packing industry also experienced a shift in working 

conditions. When The Jungle, a novel by Upton Sinclair, exposed the 

horrors of the industry, there was an uproar by all the classes (not 

just the working class) to improve conditions. The Meat Inspection Act 

was passed, which regulated and set standards for the production and 

packaging/distribution of meat. This was at least a small step in 
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improving conditions for workers. 

In another city, conditions were also improving. After the Triangle 

Shirtwaist fire, New York began to become more strict in the 

regulation of factories. The fire was a product of malpractice by the 

factory owners, who locked windows and exits of the building so that 

the workers couldn’t escape. As seen in Doc. 7, New York began to 

report and make recommendations to promote sanitary and safe 

conditions. Better eating facilities, plumbing, and eliminating fire 

hazards were all examples of attempts to better the industrial cities 

working conditions. 

The emergence of labor unions such as the AF of L also contributed 

to the improvement of labor conditions for skilled workers. The 

progressives, whose era began with Theodore Roosevelt and ended with 

President Woodrow Wilson, generally wanted to control trusts and 

wanted to regulate business in ways that would be better for workers. 

The Progressive Party Platform of 1912, as seen in doc. 8, supported 

protection for workers, safety standards, and ending child labor. 

Progressive President Theodore Roosevelt earlier had sided with 

workers, as seen with his support of arbitration in the coal miners 

strikes, granted workers higher wages and a shorter work day. In 

1912, as the Progressive Party candidate, Theodore Roosevelt called for 

the nation to work towards greater social and industrial justice.  

As demonstrated, attempts to improve working and housing 

conditions during the late 19th century and the early 20th century 

were successful to a large extent.



Anchor Level 3-C 
 
The response: 
• Develops all aspects of the task with little depth for housing conditions and for working conditions 

in urban areas during the late 1800s and early 1900s 
• Is more descriptive than analytical (housing conditions: many people lived in tenements in one-

room apartments; Riis’s photographs demonstrate poverty; cramped and unsafe living conditions; 
no escape from misery of tenements just hope that if worked hard lives would get better; Jane 
Addams with Women’s Club involved in movement for regulation of tenement labor and housing; 
working conditions: subject to will of factory owners; women and children especially at risk of 
falling victim to factory bosses’ complete control of wages and hours; after Triangle fire New York 
made recommendations to promote safe conditions; Progressive Party platform supported 
protection for workers, safety standards, and end to child labor)  

• Incorporates some relevant information from documents 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 
• Incorporates limited relevant outside information (housing conditions: increase in immigration 

from Europe and people moving from rural areas to urban settings where jobs available; common 
to find various generations of extended family living in same tenement; Hull House settlement 
home; working conditions: with rapid pace of industrialization factories and number of jobs 
increased; Upton Sinclair’s novel The Jungle exposed horrors of meatpacking industry in Chicago 
and led to passage of Meat Inspection Act; fire result of malpractice by factory owners who locked 
windows and exits so workers could not escape; emergence of labor unions such as American 
Federation of Labor contributed to improvement of labor conditions for skilled workers; 
Progressive Era which began with Theodore Roosevelt and ended with President Woodrow Wilson 
generally wanted to control trusts and regulate business in ways better for workers; Roosevelt 
earlier sided with workers in his support of arbitration of coal miner strike; Progressive Party 
candidate Theodore Roosevelt called for greater social and industrial justice) 

• Includes some relevant facts, examples, and details (housing conditions: Riis’s How the Other Half 
Lives; people living in New York City tenements surrounded by flies, crowds, and construction; 
Addams founder of Hull House; had incinerator installed to dispose of garbage; working 
conditions: unsanitary work spaces, unregulated hours, and low wages; workdays could extend to 
sixteen hours and a six- or seven-day work week) 

• Demonstrates a satisfactory plan of organization; includes an introduction that states the emergence 
of big business, railroads, and industrialization gave rise to new patterns in housing and working 
conditions and a one-sentence conclusion that is overgeneralized and somewhat inaccurate.  

 
Conclusion: Overall, the response fits the criteria for Level 3. All aspects of the task are addressed and 
the discussion of the efforts to improve working conditions includes some good historical references 
and analytic conclusions. Further development of housing and working conditions and more 
integration of the information presented would have strengthened the response.  
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By the early 20th century, the United States went from a rural, 

agricultural nation to an urban, industrialized nation. With this 

transition, problems started with housing and working conditions. To 

try to correct these problems, society and the government took many 

approaches with different amounts of success. 

During the late 1800s and early 1900s, housing in tenements were 

not the best. The tenement houses were small and cramped. Document 

2 illustrates how the large families lived in the small tenement. There 

was hardly any space. Many tenements did not have windows or 

proper ventilation. Their living was unsanitary. An attempt to fix 

these housing conditions were strict laws. For improvements, New 

York enacted strict tenement laws. According to Document 3, these 

laws “mandated better ventilation and sanitation, improved 

maintenance, and indoor plumbing”. Stipulations included every 

room having a window and stairwells having better lighting. However, 

after these laws were enacted, there still were problems occurring. As 

stated in Document 3, “Lewis Hine’s photographs from the years 

after… reveal crowding just as awful as Jacob Riis had found in the 

late 1880s”. This attempt was unsuccessful because tenements were 

still crowded and unsanitary. No improvements were made to 

housing. 

Along with housing problems, there were poor working conditions. 

Workers had to work long shifts and all week long. They were not 

given a break by their bosses. According to document 5, there was 

“erratic pay” and “little or no compensation for injuries or fatalities”. 

According to Miriam Finn Scott, from document 6, their boss worked 

them constantly and the boss would not pay them if he didn’t want 
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to. Workers were tired from long hours and were easily able to get 

injured in the workplace. One attempt taken by the workers were 

many strikes. Strikes increased rapidly to demand their wants. 

Document 5 states, “Roughly half (46 percent) of the struck 

companies agreed to the principle demands of the strikers”. Even 

though some workers got what they wanted, there were still half of the 

workers suffering in the harsh conditions. Lastly, the 1912 

Progressive Party made proposals to address the working issues. 2 

proposals were prohibition of child labor and one day off out of the 

week for all workers, as stated in document 8. These two proposals were 

met since these proposals occur today. 

With a transition to an industrialized nation, problems increased 

in housing and working conditions. Some problems included crowded 

tenements, low wages, and poor ventilations. Actions to address these 

problems included strikes, strict laws, and stipulations. However, 

some actions like the stipulations were not as successful as others.



Anchor Level 2-A 
 
The response:   
• Minimally develops all aspects of the task for housing conditions and for working conditions in 

urban areas during the late 1800s and early 1900s  
• Is primarily descriptive (housing conditions: large families lived in tenements where there was 

hardly any space; conditions unsanitary; every room was to have a window and stairwells to have 
better lighting; problems continue to occur; Lewis Hine’s photographs reveal crowding just as bad 
as Jacob Riis had found in 1880s; working conditions: work long shifts and all week long; not 
given a break by bosses; boss would not pay workers if he did not want to; tired from long hours 
and easily able to get injured in workplace; many strikes by workers to demand wants; number of 
strikes increased rapidly; roughly half the companies that were struck agreed to principal demands 
of strikers; even though some workers got what they wanted half of the workers continued to suffer 
harsh conditions; Progressive Party proposed prohibition of child labor and one day off every week 
for all workers which were met since we have this today) 

• Incorporates limited relevant information from documents 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, and 8 
• Presents no relevant outside information  
• Includes few relevant facts, examples, and details (housing conditions: tenements small and 

cramped; did not have windows or proper ventilation; New York enacted strict tenement laws 
which mandated better ventilation and sanitation, improved maintenance, and indoor plumbing; 
working conditions: erratic pay and little to no compensation for injuries or fatalities); includes an 
inaccuracy (housing conditions: no improvements made to housing) 

• Demonstrates a general plan of organization; includes an introduction that is a restatement of the 
theme and a conclusion that summarizes problems and actions taken to improve housing and 
working conditions 

 
Conclusion: Overall, the response fits the criteria for Level 2. The treatment of both housing and 
working conditions is dominated by a methodical presentation of information from documents and 
some document quotations. Although an understanding of the task is demonstrated, supporting facts 
and details would have strengthened the general statements concerning the extent to which efforts to 
improve housing and working conditions were successful.  
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Anchor Paper – Document-Based Essay—Level 2 – B

The United States was mainly a rural, agriculturally based 

nation. As the U.S. entered the 20th century, both the nation and its 

citizens took on an urban industrial way of life. The transition 

however, did not go over smoothly, problems occured in both housing 

and working conditions. The Government along with other concerned 

individuals made many attempts to improve and eliminate these 

issues, and were met with varying degrees of sucess. 

During the late 1800’s early 1900’s the housing in the urban 

United States had taken a toll. Not only were the tenements 

compacted together in small places, but inside the tenements many 

Families lack the proper amount of space to live. In the summer 

windows and doors were left open letting in noise and flies, in the 

hopes that a breeze may pass through the poorly ventilated home. These 

little living spaces lacked any sort of ventilation being that all of 

them were so closely placed. The air surrounding the homes were full 

of exhaust released by the neighboring factories. The construction 

constantly taking place left dust and grime in the already hot damp 

air. The sanitation, maintenance and indoor plumbing was very poor. 

The extreme lack of ventilation created no escape for the lingering 

stench each tenement aquired. Many laws and regulations were set on 

place to eliminate these problems and create better living conditions. 

While the United States began taking on a new industrial way of 

life. Working conditions suffered. The factories in which the laborers 

were forced to work in, were both unsanitary and hazordous. Many 

workers were subjected to employers who lacked morals and common 

decency. Forced to work ten to Fourteen hour days, six to seven days a 

week. The laborers were worked to pure exhaustion and then worked 
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beyond that for little or no pay, because of these conditions many 

workers engaged in strikes in attempt to demand better working 

conditions. Many laws and regulations were set in place to eliminate 

these unacceptable conditions including the Wagner act and the 

proposals made by the progressive party platform. 

Overall during the late 1800’s early 1900’s the urbanization and 

industrialization took a toll on the citizens of the United States 

causing wide spread issues that affected all.

Anchor Level 2-B 
 
The response: 
• Minimally develops some aspects of the task in some depth for housing conditions and for working 

conditions in urban areas during the late 1800s and early 1900s  
• Is primarily descriptive (housing conditions: tenements compacted together in small places; many 

families lacked proper amount of space; in summer windows and doors left open letting in noise 
and flies in hopes breeze would pass through; air full of exhaust released by neighboring factories; 
construction constantly taking place left dust and grime in hot, damp air; sanitation, maintenance, 
and indoor plumbing very poor; no escape for lingering stench because lack of ventilation; working 
conditions: factories unsanitary and hazardous; worked to pure exhaustion and then worked beyond 
that for little or no pay; laws and regulations set in place to eliminate unacceptable conditions 
including Wagner Act and proposals made in Progressive Party Platform) 

• Incorporates limited relevant information from documents 1, 3, 5, 6, 8, and 9 
• Presents little relevant outside information (working conditions: many workers subjected to 

employers who lacked morals and common decency) 
• Includes few relevant facts, examples, and details (housing conditions: laws and regulations set in 

place to eliminate problems and create better living conditions; working conditions: forced to work 
ten- to fourteen-hour days six to seven days a week; engaged in strikes to demand better working 
conditions) 

• Demonstrates a general plan of organization; includes an introduction that is a restatement of the 
theme and a conclusion that states urbanization and industrialization took a toll on the citizens of 
the United States 

 
Conclusion: Overall, the response fits the criteria for Level 2. The description of housing and working 
conditions focuses on documents 1 and 5 while general statements mention efforts to improve 
conditions without addressing the extent to which those efforts were successful. While a basic 
understanding of the task is demonstrated, a lack of explanation and supporting facts and details 
weaken the effort. 
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Before the mid 1800s, a majority of the United States was rural 

and agricultural in nature. By the early 20th century, however, the 

U.S. geared toward a more urban and industrialized nation. Many 

problems related to housing and working conditions arose because of 

this transition. Individuals, groups, and governments have all 

contributed to the improvement of housing and working conditions 

with major success. 

During the late 1800’s and early 1900’s, housing conditions in 

urban areas were terrible. It was crowded and cramped. According to 

doc #1, “so many people in so little space: eight hundred per acre in 

some city blocks”. The residents didn’t have any room to live 

comfortably. Also, the aroma of these living area’s were unbearable. 

doc #3 states “Stench continued to overpower tenement residents”. 

This is how bad the living conditions were. However, there has been 

many attempts to improve these conditions by the government. In doc 

#3 it says, “New York enacted a series of increasingly strict tenement 

laws that mandated better ventilation and sanitaion, improved 

maintenance, and indoor plumbing”. These laws helped improve the 

lives of the tenement residents drastically. 

To continue, working conditions in urban areas during this time 

weren’t doing so well either. Industrial workers worked in unsanitary 

conditions. To further explain, doc #5 states, “wretched and 

unsanitary working conditions”, working in unsanitary conditions 

can be harmful especially since it wasn’t just men working, it was 

women and children too. On top of that, they had long working hours. 

For example, doc #5 states, “ten-,twelve-, and even fourteen-hour days 

(sixteen for bakers)”. These working conditions were unlawful and 
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dangerous. Fortunately, some groups were able to help. Strikes were 

formed to demand better treatment and in some cases they were 

successful. Also, according to doc #8, The 1912 progressive party 

platform established “The prohibition of night work for women and the 

establishment of an eight hour day for women and young persons”. 

These all contributed to the improvement of the horrible working 

conditions faced by industrial workers. 

All in all, the 1800s – early 1900s was a time of urban and 

industrial development. Unfortunutly many people had to go through 

unsanitary living and working conditions before finally getting the 

treatment they deserved. If it werent for the help of the groups, 

government and individuals, many of these conditions would still be 

happening.



 
Anchor Level 2-C 
 
The response: 
• Minimally develops all aspects of the task for housing conditions and for working conditions in 

urban areas during the late 1800s and early 1900s  
• Is primarily descriptive (housing conditions: crowded and cramped in urban areas; residents did 

not have any room to live comfortably; aroma of living areas unbearable; New York enacted a 
series of increasingly strict tenement laws; working conditions: workers worked in unsanitary 
conditions; strikes used to demand better treatment and in some cases successful); includes faulty 
and weak application (housing conditions: laws helped improve the lives of tenement residents) 

• Incorporates limited relevant information from documents 1, 3, 5, and 8 
• Presents no relevant outside information  
• Includes few relevant facts, examples, and details (housing conditions: laws mandated better 

ventilation and sanitation, improved maintenance, and indoor plumbing; working conditions: 
women and children worked; working days were ten, twelve, and even fourteen hours; bakers 
worked sixteen-hour days; Progressive Party Platform prohibited night work for women and 
established an eight-hour day for women and young people) 

• Demonstrates a general plan of organization; includes an introduction that is a restatement of the 
theme and a conclusion that discusses many people had to go through unsanitary living and 
working conditions before finally getting the treatment they deserved 

 
Conclusion: Overall, the response fits the criteria for Level 2. Brief explanations of document 
information, document quotations, and several generalizations are the basis for the discussion of all 
aspects of the task for both housing and working conditions. General accurate statements related to the 
extent to which efforts to improve housing and working conditions are included but would have 
benefited from additional supporting facts and details.  
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Housing and working conditions in the United States was at it’s 

lowest. Until the mid-1800s, the United States was still a primarily 

rural, agricultural nation. However, by the early 20th century, the 

United States had become an urban, industrialized nation. This 

transformation led to a series of problems relating to housing and 

working conditions, in which the government has tried to improve. 

In urban areas during the late 1800s and early 1900s there were 

some terrible housing and working conditions. One condition was 

faced by families living in tenements. They had no space, there were 

two or more families squeezed in to apartments. According to 

photographs by Wicks Hine and Jacob Riis, families were cramped in 

little spaces (Document 2a & 2b). One was the government/The State 

of New York tried to fix this is that they created strict tenement laws. 

According to Tyler Anbinder, one attempt to address issues faced by 

people living in tenements was that, “From 1867 to 1901, New York 

enacted a series of increasingly stringent [strict] tenement Laws that 

mandated better ventilation and sanitation, improved maintenance, 

and indoor plumbing. 

Another condition was unsanitary working conditions. According 

to Page Smith, “In every industry the story was monotonously the 

same: paupers’ wages; the constant fear dismissal; wretched and 

unsanitary working conditions…” (Document 5a). The also went on 

strike (Document 5b). 

New York working and housng conditions were terrible during the 

1800s and 1900s.



Anchor Level 1-A 
 
The response: 
• Minimally develops some aspects of the task for housing conditions and for working conditions in 

urban areas during the late 1800s and early 1900s 
• Is descriptive (housing conditions: families living in tenements had no space; two or more families 

squeezed into apartments; working conditions: workers faced paupers’ wages, constant fear of 
dismissal, and wretched and unsanitary working conditions) 

• Includes minimal information from documents 1, 2, 3, and 5 
• Presents no relevant outside information  
• Includes few relevant facts, examples, and details (housing conditions: New York government 

created strict tenement laws; mandated better ventilation and sanitation and improved maintenance 
and indoor plumbing; working conditions: workers went on strike) 

• Demonstrates a general plan of organization; includes an introduction that is a restatement of the 
theme and a one-sentence conclusion that states New York working and housing conditions were 
terrible during the 1800s and 1900s 

 
Conclusion: Overall, the response fits the criteria for Level 1. While housing and working conditions 
are briefly described and statements about efforts to address the conditions are mentioned, the extent to 
which efforts improved conditions is not addressed. Document quotations and brief summaries of 
information are not further developed. 
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Right before the mid-1800s, the United States stayed a primarily 

rural, agricultural nation. By the early 20th century, the United 

States had become an urban, industrialized nation. This change led 

to multiple problems involving housing and working conditions. 

Governments, groups, and individuals have tried to make housing 

and working conditions better with changing degrees of success. 

The working and housing conditions in urban areas during the 

late 1800s and early 1900s were bad. According to document 1, there 

were so many people in very little space. The hot damp air was filled of 

dirt, cement powder, and exhaust from the steam shovels. Also in the 

house there was no privacy. Everyone had to cramp in one room and 

share beds. When they were working they had very little personal 

space according to documents 2a and 2b. According to document 5 

industrial workers were working in unsanitary working conditions. 

There were many attempts and efforts to make these housing and 

working conditions better. According to document 3 one attempt to 

address housing issues was when New York enacted strict tenemant 

laws that mandated better ventilation and sanitation. This act didn’t 

materialize. According to document 4 settlement workers tried to 

improve sanitary conditions by reporting their findings to city hall 

which also did not work. 

In the late 1800s and early 1900s were very bad. Good thing we 

dont live that way anymore. There were many efforts to change these 

horrible ways.



Anchor Level 1-B 
 
The response: 
• Minimally develops some aspects of the task for housing conditions and for working conditions in 

urban areas during the late 1800s and early 1900s  
• Is descriptive (housing conditions: there were so many people in very little space; no privacy in the 

house; settlement workers tried to improve sanitary conditions by reporting their findings to city 
hall which did not work; working conditions: working people had very little personal space; 
conditions unsanitary); includes weak application (housing conditions: everyone had to cramp in 
one room and share beds; tenement laws did not materialize) 

• Includes minimal information from documents 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 
• Presents no relevant outside information  
• Includes few relevant facts, examples, and details (housing conditions: hot, damp air was filled 

with dirt, cement powder, and exhaust from steam shovels; New York enacted strict tenement laws 
that mandated better ventilation and sanitation) 

• Demonstrates a general plan of organization; includes an introduction that is a restatement of the 
theme and a brief conclusion that includes two general statements and an opinion 

 
Conclusion: Overall, the response fits the criteria for Level 1. Although both aspects of the task are 
addressed for housing conditions only two brief statements about working conditions are mentioned. 
Minimal interpretation of document information demonstrates a limited understanding of housing 
conditions in urban areas during the late 1800s and early 1900s. 
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Document-Based Essay—Practice Paper – A 

Before the 20th century, the United States remained a rural, and 

agricultural nation. However, by the early 20th century, the US 

became an urban, industrialized country. In this transition, there 

were many problems relating to housing and working conditions. 

Over time, the government attempted to improve those conditions. 

There were many problems related to terrible housing and working 

conditions and the government attempted in many ways to improve 

those problems. 

There were many problems related to housing conditions. For 

instance, there was alot of noise near houses at that time. In Document 

1, it states, “Along with the flies came the noise of steel wagon wheels 

on paving stones, whaling babies, the roar of elevated trains,…” (D1) 

There was much noise around the people’s houses at that time, which 

made for a harsh working condition. Also, there were many people in a 

family that had to share 1 room. In Documents 2a and 2b, it shows a 

family sitting at a small table and a family in a room they all had 

to share. This was a terrible condition because there were many people 

and not much space. 

There were also many problems related to work conditions. For 

instance, there were many unsanitary conditions. In document 5, it 

states, “In every industry the story was monotonously the same…” 

wretched and unsanitary working conditions, 10-, 12-, and even 14-

hour days..” (D5) This shows that there were terrible labor conditions 

that needed to be addressed and stopped. 

The government attempted in different ways to improve these 

housing and working problems. For instance, in document 3, it 

states, “from 1867 to 1901, New York enacted a series of increasingly 
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strict tenement laws that mandated better ventilation and sanitation, 

improved maintenance,..” (D3) This shows attempts by the 

government to try and improve conditions with housing. There were 

also attempts to improve working conditions. For instance, in 

document 7, it states “To improve sanitary conditions, the 

Commission’s licensing of all food manufacturers, medical 

examinations of food workers, medical supervision in dangerous 

trades, and better eating, washing and toilet facilities.” (D7) The 

government eventually did try and improve conditions for workers 

according to this quote. Eventually, most conditions gradually got 

better as a result. 

Hence, there were many problems related to housing and working 

conditions and the government did, in fact, make many attempts to 

improve those conditions.
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Prior to the industrial Revolution, the United States remained a 

primarily rural, agricultural nation. However, a different concept 

swept the nation by the late 19th century and early 20th century, 

which was known as industrialization. Through industrialization, 

the United States had become an urban, industrialized nation. This 

transition to a new lifestyle led to a myriad of problems concerning 

housing and working conditions. During this time period, 

governments, groups, and individuals have attempted to improve 

housing and working conditions with different levels of success. 

As a result of industrialization, urbanization occured. Through 

the rapid growth of cities, numerous issues concerning housing and 

living conditions developed. Immigrants poured into cities from 

Europe to escape religious and political oppression because there were so 

many jobs in factories that they hoped would allow them to succeed. 

When they arrived they had to have a place to live that they could 

afford. They found rooms in tenements and could hardly afford those 

which is why they rented sleeping space to new arrivals. Therefore, a 

common issue found in tenements was overcrowding. Families forced 

to live in these circumstances had no privacy. (Document 2a) 

Thousands of families in New York City were forced to live this way. 

Due to overcrowding, many other issues developed that posed health 

risks to individuals. Prime examples would include poor ventilation 

because of a lack of windows, rapid spread of disease because of 

unclean water supplies, and poor sanitary conditions because of the 

accumulation of waste. Many tenements did not have indoor 

plumbing. During the heat of the summer all the doors and windows 

had to be open in order for a slight breeze to reach into the apartments. 
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(Document 1) Generally immigrants and others living in the 

tenements had a poor quality of life. 

During the late 1800s and early 1900s, workers faced poor 

conditions in factories. Prime examples would include long hours, low 

wages, and hazardous working conditions. Machinery was 

complicated and dangerous and workers were forced to work quickly. 

If a worker could not keep up the pace there were others waiting for a 

job who could. Government involvement in the economy was generally 

done to help business owners, not their employees. There were few 

regulations governing working conditions. This allowed for the 

exploitation of not only immigrants but also most unskilled workers. 

Many workers faced the constant fear of dismissal because they were 

responsible for the well-being of extended families. (Document 5) The 

average worker put in around 12 hours a day often for seven days a 

week. (Document 5) Factories were dangerous places that often 

resulted in injuries or in some cases fatalities. If a worker was injured 

or died while working, they often received no compensation. 

(Document 5) In addition, most factories did not contain a proper 

amount of exits and lacked standard safety requirements such as an 

alarm, or fire wall. (Document 7) Overall, workers faced many 

unhealthy conditions in factories that required attention. 

In response, to poor housing and working conditions in the late 

1800s and early 1900s governments, groups, and individuals took a 

stand in attempt to address these issues. Many industrial workers 

joined organized unions. A prime example would be the American 

Federation of Labor Union led by Sammuel Gomper, which aimed to 

protect the rights of workers and increase wages and improve 
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conditions for skilled workers. Unions gained some success through 

strikes and collective bargaining. A prime example of a strike for 

better wages is when young immigrant garment workers refused to 

work and joined the “uprising of 20,000” in New York City. In 

addition, organizations developed to combat the mistreatment of 

workers. A prime example would be the Factor Investigating 

Commission, which compiled reports of factory conditions in New 

York State and made recommendations on how to improve working 

conditions. The Factory Investigating Commission attempted to 

combat major issues such as poor sanitary conditions and fire 

hazards. (Document 7) Many individuals and groups attempted to 

combat poor housing conditions. A prime example would be Addams 

and the Settlement house’s women’s club, which attempted to improve 

the poor sanitary conditions found in tenements. Addams installed a 

small incinerator, investigated garbage conditions, and was 

appointed a head inspector of garbage. (Document 4) Overall, 

governments, groups, and individuals attempted to correct the poor 

housing and working conditions of industrial workers. 

In conclusion, there were numerous poor housing and working 

conditions that affected industrial workers in the late 1800s and 

early 1900s. Prime examples include overcrowding, low wages, long 

hours, and poor sanitary conditions. In attempt to improve these 

conditions, governments, individuals, and groups took a stand by 

increasing regulation. 
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During the late 1800’s and early 1900’s, the United States 

expanded its industrial revolution, transforming cities into places of 

factories, immigrants, and a much larger working class. The United 

States had primarily been agrarian since colonial times. However, 

after the Civil War new capital, technology, and the influx of 

immigrants began to mold the United States into a primarily 

machine-run nation. However, with these changes in domestic life, 

social divisions sharpened, and American culture itself began to 

change with it. During this time, urban housing and working 

conditions were especially poor, which the working class, middle class 

reformers, and government attempted to improve. 

With new machinery, more factories were created to ensure fast 

production of goods, but these factories were often plagued with 

sweatshop conditions: poor enough conditions to endanger health and 

safety of the workers-men, women, and children. Workday hours were 

anywhere from ten to sixteen hours (Document 5) depending on the 

occupation, leaving workers exhusted from working sometimes seven 

days per week. Workers were often subjected to disease and injury 

from thier work, including lead and arsenic poisoning (Doc 7) and 

even when they went home, the city slums were filled with garbage 

and unsanitary conditions that endangered thier health further 

(Document 4). On top of that, the injuries and diseases induced from 

poor working condition was not covered by the employer, and if a 

worker was unable to work for even a day due to injury, it could mean 

the loss of a much needed job. Getting medical care was almost 

impossible because factory workers did not earn enough money to pay 

a doctor. Workers’ compensation laws were almost nonexistent. 
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Socialist Upton Sinclair’s novel “The Jungle” was written about the 

horrible conditions many working class immigrants faced in the 

meat packing plants in Chicago. Diseased meat and horrible 

conditions were with them everyday. Muckrakers described the 

dangers facing children in factories and mines. Children were often 

forced to work to help support thier families either outside the home or 

in tenement sweatshops (Document 2). School and play were rarely 

experienced by these children.  

The Housing conditions were just as poor as the conditions many 

found at work. With the economic boom from the industrial revolution 

came the promise of jobs. With news of economic success and jobs in 

America, Immigrants (from mostly Southern and Eastern Europe) 

seized the oppurtunity. Pushed out of their native countries by 

political, economic, and religious reasons they came to the United 

States to make a better life for themselves and their families. However, 

what these immigrants found was much different from what they 

expected. Unskilled working immigrants mostly found jobs in the 

Urban factories or did work as a family unit to get by. They earned 

“paupers’ wages” which gave them little choice as to where they could 

live. They lived in tenements with poor ventilation, and sanitation, 

over crowded from the copius amount of other immigrants living in 

close proximity (Document 1). Large families (and sometimes more 

than one family) were forced to live together, sometimes in only one 

room (Document 2). Since the majority of the workers were unskilled 

and earned little pay, they did not have great prospects for improving 

their living conditions. They became stuck in neighborhoods such as 

the Lower East Side in New York City and the 19th ward in Chicago. 
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They were a constant reminder to some Americans that these 

culturally different poverty stricken ethnic groups crowding into 

cities seemed to be creating many problems. Nativists began to 

demand that immigrants be restricted. Eventually in the 1920’s, 

Quota Acts were passed that limited the number of Southern and 

Eastern European immigrants that could be admitted into the United 

States. 

With the growing hazards of fire, poor ventilation, unsanitary 

conditions, and overall poor working conditions, state and national 

efforts were taking place to improve life for the working class. New 

York State passed a law limiting the number of hours bakers could 

work. Instead of 16 hours per day (Document 5) they could work only 

10 hours per day. Unfortunately, the Supreme Court declared this law 

unconstitutional. Another state law limiting the number of hours 

women could work in certain occupations was upheld by the Supreme 

Court. An effort was made among workers, the middle class, and 

government to expose and treat these problems. The muckraking novel 

“The jungle” by Upton Sinclair exposed the horrible conditions 

immigrants faced in the meat packing industry. However, many of 

those reading the book worried more about the meat they might be 

eating rather than the working conditions that concerned Sinclair. 

The Meat Inspection Act, which was passed after the publication of the 

novel, did to a limited degree improve conditions in the meat packing 

industry. The Wagner Act, endorsed by Franklin Delano Roosevelt, 

prohibited unfair labor practices and protected unions. These ideas 

were supported by the Progressive Party in 1912 and favored the 

organization of workers to protect their interests (Document 9). Since 
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after the Civil War, practices such as joining a union and going on 

strikes were common, but often these efforts were unsuccessful in 

making any significant changes especially for unskilled workers. 

(Document 5). Until the Wagner Act in 1935 workers could possibly 

be discharged for even joining a union. The Progressives also 

supported ending child labor and minimum wage standards which 

were also later endorsed by Roosevelt in New Deal legislation. National 

efforts since that time improved working conditions and set higher 

standards which benefited workers. Photographers such as Jacob Riis 

and Lewis Hine created more awareness of housing conditions. Their 

work led to local and state government regulations about lighting, 

plumbing, and sanitation but did almost nothing to improve 

ventilation (Document 3). Overcrowded tenement buildings 

continued to exist as did dangers to public health. Chicago did 

improve sanitary conditions but not very effectively, which meant 

disease would continue to be a problem. Although there were many 

attempts by individuals and legislatures to create change, it seemed 

very few efforts actually improved housing for the urban poor. 

Throught the late 1800’s and early 1900’s the United States rapid 

industrialization led to some of the poorest working conditions in our 

history. Overcrowding, disease, child labor, inhumane hours, fires, 

and no minimum wage were massive problems that took major 

national and state efforts to fix. Without the movements from the 

middle class progressives, some conditions wouldn’t have been exposed 

and improved.
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With the rise of big business and industry and the decline of self 

owned farming, many people moved to the cities to find work. Here, 

they began working in factories and living in urban tenement 

housing. The conditions in both the factories and tenement housing 

were unfair, unsanitary, and sometimes dangerous. As workers 

struggled, there were some efforts by unions and the government to 

reform and regulate these conditions. 

Since large amounts of Americans and immigrants were moving 

into the cities, the space available to them was limited. Moving into 

tenement housing, families lived in small, unsanitary rooms that 

served as their homes. As shown in Document 2, the living space for 

even large families was often just one room, maybe two. Families had 

no privacy, no room or time for leisure, and didn’t even have their own 

bathrooms. Several families would have to share one bathroom, 

sometimes causing irritation at home and unsanitary conditions as 

people sometimes used alleys and backyard spaces for bathrooms. 

Maintence at tenement housing was abismal because usually it did 

not include garbage pickup, and so eventually rats also lived in the 

tenements and disease was everywhere. These conditions affected 

people’s health, working abilities, and family life. Conditions outside 

the tenements were just as bad, which basically eliminated the ability 

to escape to a park, lawn, etc. As shown in Document One, the exhaust, 

dust, and dirt filtered into the air causing difficulty breathing and 

other health complications in many tenement facilities. People were 

getting sick, which sometimes led to an inability to work and soon a 

loss of income. While many families were able to cope with these bad 

conditions, other families in tenement housing fell apart as the 
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Document-Based Essay—Practice Paper – D 

American dream became less available to them. Many immigrants 

living in these conditions became discouraged and homesick for their 

small plots of land in Europe. 

During this time period, working conditions were just as bad as the 

conditions in the tenement housing. One of the biggest problems, as 

shown in Document Five, was the fact that employees worked 

extremely long hours for very little pay. Employers were using people 

as if they weren’t even human. Earlier in our history workers and 

employers actually worked together in small craft businesses. 

However, in the late 19th century stockholders and big companies with 

owners such as Rockefeller did not know the people who worked for 

them and had no human connection. Employers hired workers as 

cheap labor and kept them in factories with unsanitary and 

dangerous conditions. Workers had to use machinery that wasn’t 

fenced, so being exhausted and overwhelmed it might be possible that 

an employee would lose a limb or even die. Furthermore, the dust and 

fumes inhaled by the workers in closed factories with poor ventilation, 

much like the tenements, often lead to chronic illness and disease. 

Employers did not provide employees with medical treatment or care, 

but rather fired them and left them to deal with their health problems 

on their own. This could mean not getting proper care and maybe 

dying of diseases such as tuberculosis. If someone died at work there 

family was left to struggle in worse poverty. Not only did 

unsanitary conditions effect workers, but also consumers. The 

diseases in factories could be passed on in the goods produced, such as 

the meat discussed in “The Jungle”. Big business owners didn’t care 

about the health or happiness of its workers or consumers, just as long 
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as they made money. 

Throughout the following years there were several attempts at 

fixing the conditions in tenement housing and factories. In New York 

City, for example, laws were passed from 1867 to 1901 that called for 

better sanitation, plumbing, and maintence in tenement housing 

(Doc 3). Though these laws were passed, there enforcement wasn’t very 

strong. President Theodore Roosevelt used his “Square Deal” policy to 

stand up for workers, and the Progressive Party ran on promises to 

protect the interest of workers. When Progressive laws or regulations 

were passed to protect workers in factories; the enforcement was often 

weak, especially during the 1920’s when Big Business dominated the 

economy again. It wasn’t until FDR and the New Deal that 

substantial changes were made. For example, as shown in Document 

Nine, the Wagner Act forced employers to actually listen to employees 

and labor unions to negogiate fair terms and conditions. Joining a 

union no longer meant that you would lose your job. With working 

conditions becoming healthier and more fair, living conditions also 

became better because you might finally be able to move to better 

housing. With the help of the federal government, American workers 

were beginning to have lives that moved them closer to achieving the 

American dream. 

It took years for workers in urban America to finally have fair 

working and living conditions. Once the federal government stepped 

in and took presidence over big business, laws were enacted that were 

in favor of workers. Though some argue that this makes the federal 

government too strong, without its help, Americans would still be 

suffering today like they did in the late 1800’s, early 1900’s.
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In the late 19th and early 20th centuries, the United States boomed 

with mass industrialization. The United States transitioned from 

growing crops on the farm to working in factories in large cities. The 

United States was reaching a new level of economic prosperity. 

However, Industriation did not only reap prosperity; it brought about a 

series of injustices in homes and workplaces. The United States’ 

urbanization and industrialization period brought about difficulties 

that would take years to fix. 

In fastly populating urban areas, the quality of life was not at all 

ideal, as the rich got richer the poor got poorer. The predominant form 

of housing was tenement living. Tenement buildings were typically 

older structures owned by people who wanted to collect as much rent as 

possible from as many families as possible. Tenement buildings were 

not big enough or clean enough for their inhabitants. Documents 2a 

and 2b depict large families crammed into tightly packed tenement 

rooms. Families were also living in cellars and attics. These images 

were taken 21 years apart to expose the harsh living environments 

families were living in and show that not much had changed for 

families living in tenements over the years. Documents 2a and 2b 

also show children who were unlikely to be attending school or who 

were wage earners helping their families probably like the young 

sisters in Document 6 were. The future well-being of children living 

and working in these conditions was questionable as overwork, poor 

diet, and unsanitary conditions could shorten a child’s life. Another 

difficult hardship faced in tenement buildings was poor air quality. 

Document 1 states that, “the hot, damp air was full of dirt, cement 

powder, and exhaust.…” Breathing these contaminants in the air was 
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not healthy and neither was the existance of unclean drinking water 

which could lead to typhoid fever and other sicknesses. 

Similarly to urban housing, the quality of the workplace was poor 

and did not promote a worker’s well being. Factories at this time were 

not safe, not clean, and not fair. Factory owners generally were not 

concerned with the welfare of their workers. Their relationship with 

them was centered on how much work they could get out of them to 

make as much profit as possible. There were no safety and sanitary 

regulations, no minimum wage, and no limit on the number of hours 

their employees could work. Document 5 speaks of “wretched and 

unsanitary working conditions”, long 10-16 hour workdays, and 

erratic pay existing in factories. There was no job security which 

meant not only were workers always exhausted but they were always 

worried about what would happen to their families if they were 

unemployed. The business cycle brought depressions such as the 

depression of the 1890s which could mean long periods of 

unemployment and hardship. Harsh conditions led to overwork and 

multiple injuries and fatalities in the workplace, which were not 

compensated for. In addition, Document 6 relates the cruelty that 

factory workers faced from the bosses. The document says that bosses 

fined the workers and cut their pay to pay for damages they 

supposedly were responsible for. Working conditions at this time were 

not good for factory workers and actually had been getting worse 

since the Civil War. 

Many efforts were made to deal with the multitudinous harsh 

conditions both in housing and in the workplace. For example, 

Document 3 states that the State of New York imposed strict tenement 
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laws mandating better ventillation and sanitation to improve 

housing conditions. Much of the housing for the poor in the cities 

remained dark and dreary. The stench continued too. Regulations 

would require tenement owners to spend money on improvements 

which meant they might take advantage of loopholes and lax 

enforcement. Also, photographers such as Jacob Riis and Lewis Hine 

captured photos of the harsh living and working conditions to ignite 

the will to support change among the public. Some of the worst 

tenements were torn down and urban renewal programs started as a 

result of their work. Recommendations about child labor in the 

tenements would be made to the New York State legislature. In the 

workplace, a large number of factory employees went on strike to 

demand better working conditions (Doc 5). To deal with the dangers 

of the work-place, the Factory Investigating Commission 

recommended an increase in stairwells and fireproof construction for 

the prevention of fire hazards (Doc. 6). Newspaper photographs of the 

aftermath of the Triangle Factory fire encouraged public support for 

fire and safety reforms that would also gain the support of Theodore 

Roosevelt and other Progressive reformers. Furthermore, the 1912 

Progressive Party proposed multiple ways to address the issues in 

working conditions. An entire third political party had been 

organized to try to solve the problems caused by industrialization 

and urbanization. Proposals such as a minimum wage standard for 

working women, and an 8-hour work day for women and young 

workers (Doc. 8) became a reality when laws were passed by 

Progressive state legislatures. It would take another Great Depression 

in the 1930s before many of the Progressive proposals would be passed 
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by the national government. 

The harsh conditions present in housing and working were 

considered to be injust toward the well being of humanity. The 

exposure of these hardships to the public ignited a spark for change in 

factories. The improvements that were instated improved the lives of 

urban inhabitants and factory workers. This resulted in greater 

quality of life, as well as an increase in productivity in 

industrialization.

Practice Paper A—Score Level 2 
 
The response: 
• Minimally develops all aspects of the task for housing conditions and for working conditions in 

urban areas during the late 1800s and early 1900s  
• Is primarily descriptive (housing conditions: lot of noise near houses at that time; working 

conditions: government eventually did try and improve conditions for workers and conditions 
eventually got better as a result) 

• Consists primarily of relevant information copied from documents 1, 2, 3, 5, and 7 
• Presents no relevant outside information  
• Includes few relevant facts, examples, and details (housing conditions: presence of flies; many 

people in a family that had to share one room; New York enacted a series of increasingly strict  
tenement laws that mandated better ventilation and sanitation and improved maintenance; working 
conditions: unsanitary conditions; worked ten-, twelve-, and even fourteen-hour days; commission 
recommended licensing of all food manufacturers, medical examination of food workers, medical 
supervision in dangerous trades, and better eating, washing, and toilet facilities) 

• Demonstrates a general plan of organization; includes an introduction that is a restatement of the 
theme and a one-sentence conclusion that states government made many attempts to improve 
conditions 

 
Conclusion: Overall, the response fits the criteria for Level 2. Document quotations and minimal 
explanation of that information are employed to address all aspects of the task. General statements lack 
supporting facts and details which hampers development, especially in the treatment of the extent to 
which efforts to improve conditions were successful. 
 

* * * * * * * * * *
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Practice Paper B—Score Level 3 
 
The response: 
• Develops all aspects of the task with little depth for housing conditions and for working conditions 

in urban areas during the late 1800s and early 1900s  
• Is more descriptive than analytical (housing conditions: urbanization occurred as result of 

industrialization; no privacy in overcrowded tenements; led to many issues that posed health risks; 
doors and windows had to be open in summer so slight breeze could reach apartments; Jane 
Addams and settlement house’s Woman’s Club attempted to improve conditions; working 
conditions: government involvement in economy was generally to help business owners not 
employees; factories were dangerous places often resulting in injuries or fatalities; workers who 
were injured or died often received no compensation; most factories did not contain proper number 
of exits or standard safety requirements such as fire alarms or fire walls; unions gained some 
success through strikes and collective bargaining) 

• Incorporates some relevant information from documents 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, and 7 
• Incorporates relevant outside information (housing conditions: immigrants poured into cities from 

Europe to escape religious and political oppression; could hardly afford rooms in tenements so 
rented sleeping space to new arrivals; rapid spread of disease because of unclean water supplies; no 
indoor plumbing; working conditions: immigrants hoped jobs in factories would allow them to be 
successful; machinery was complicated and dangerous and workers forced to work quickly; if 
worker could not keep pace others waiting for job; exploitation of not only immigrants but also 
most unskilled workers; many workers feared dismissal because responsible for well-being of 
extended family; joined unions such as Samuel Gompers’s American Federation of Labor to 
protect rights, increase wages, and improve conditions for skilled workers; young immigrant 
garment workers refused to work and joined “uprising of 20,000” in New York City) 

• Includes some relevant facts, examples, and details (housing conditions: poor ventilation because 
lack of windows; poor sanitary conditions because accumulation of waste; Addams installed a 
small incinerator, investigated garbage conditions, and was appointed a head inspector of garbage; 
working conditions: long hours, low wages, and hazardous conditions; few regulations governing 
conditions; average worker put in around twelve hours a day often for seven days a week; Factory 
Investigating Commission compiled reports of factory conditions in New York state and made 
recommendations to combat major issues such as poor sanitary conditions and fire hazards) 

• Demonstrates a satisfactory plan of organization; includes an introduction that discusses how 
industrialization led to problems in housing and working conditions and a conclusion that 
summarizes all aspects of the task for both conditions 

 
Conclusion: Overall, the response fits the criteria for Level 3. While historical references about efforts 
to address housing and working conditions are included in the discussion, the lack of supporting facts 
and details detracts from the effort. Document interpretation is supported by some relevant outside 
information, but the response lacks the analysis and integration often seen in higher level papers. 
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Practice Paper C—Score Level 5 
 
The response:   
• Thoroughly develops all aspects of the task evenly and in depth for working conditions and for 

housing conditions in urban areas during the late 1800s and early 1900s 
• Is more analytical than descriptive (working conditions: poor conditions in factories endangered 

health and safety of workers; if unable to work for even a day due to injury could mean loss of job; 
state and national efforts taking place to improve life for working class; Progressive Party favored 
organization of workers to protect interests; until Wagner Act in 1935 workers could be discharged 
for joining a union; housing conditions: large families and sometimes more than one family forced 
to live together in only one room; photographers such as Jacob Riis and Lewis Hine created more 
awareness which led to local and state government regulations; overcrowded tenement buildings 
and dangers to public health continued to exist; Chicago improved sanitary conditions but not very 
effectively) 

• Incorporates relevant information from all the documents  
• Incorporates substantial relevant outside information (working conditions: worker compensation 

laws almost nonexistent; Upton Sinclair’s The Jungle written about conditions many working class 
immigrants faced in Chicago meatpacking plants; muckrakers described dangers facing children in 
factories and mines; often forced to work to help support families either outside home or in 
tenement sweatshops; New York State passed law limiting number of hours bakers could work 
from sixteen to ten but unfortunately declared unconstitutional by Supreme Court; state law 
limiting number of hours women could work in certain occupations upheld by Supreme Court; 
Progressives supported ending child labor and minimum wage standards which were later endorsed 
by Franklin D. Roosevelt in New Deal legislation; housing conditions: immigrants from southern 
and eastern Europe pushed out of native countries by political, economic, and religious reasons; 
constant reminder to some Americans that culturally different groups crowding into cities seemed 
to be creating problems; 1920s Quota Acts passed limiting number of southern and eastern 
European immigrants) 

• Richly supports the theme with many relevant facts, examples, and details (working conditions: 
work hours from ten to sixteen hours and sometimes seven days per week; diseases and injuries 
induced from poor working conditions; Wagner Act prohibited unfair labor practices and protected 
unions; housing conditions: poor ventilation and sanitation; people stuck in neighborhoods such as 
Lower East Side in New York City and 19th ward in Chicago) 

• Demonstrates a logical and clear plan of organization; includes an introduction that states with 
changes in domestic life in the early 20th century United States social divisions sharpened and 
American culture itself began to change and a conclusion that discusses the poor working 
conditions that occurred and how middle-class Progressives helped improve conditions 

 
Conclusion: Overall, the response fits the criteria for Level 5. Thoughtful conclusions about the 
impact of housing conditions on nativist attitudes and judicial decisions on working conditions reflect a 
good understanding of the complexity of both issues. A critical appraisal of document information 
establishes a strong historical basis for assessing the effects of efforts to improve conditions. 
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Practice Paper D—Score Level 3 
 
The response: 
• Develops all aspects of the task with little depth for housing conditions and for working conditions 

in urban areas during the late 1800s and early 1900s  
• Is more descriptive than analytical (housing conditions: with larger amounts of immigrants moving 

into cities space available was limited; no privacy, no room or time for leisure; maintenance of 
tenement housing abysmal as usually did not include garbage pickup; exhaust, dust, and dirt 
filtered into air causing difficulty breathing and other health complications; New York City passed 
laws for better sanitation, plumbing, and maintenance in tenements although not enforced; as 
working conditions became better living conditions improved; working conditions: sickness led to 
inability to work and loss of income; dust and fumes inhaled by workers in closed factories with 
poor ventilation; business did not care about health or happiness of workers or consumers as long 
as made money; Progressive Party promised to protect interests of workers; substantial changes not 
made until Franklin D. Roosevelt and New Deal; joining a union no longer meant you would lose 
your job) 

• Incorporates some relevant information from documents 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, and 9 
• Incorporates relevant outside information (housing conditions: several families shared one 

bathroom; conditions affected people’s health, working abilities, and family life; many families 
able to cope with bad conditions but others fell apart as American dream became less available; 
many immigrants discouraged and homesick; working conditions: earlier in American history, 
workers and employers worked together in small craft businesses; late 19th century stockholders 
and big companies with owners such as John D. Rockefeller did not know people who worked for 
them and had no human connection; diseases in factories could be passed on in goods produced 
such as meat discussed in The Jungle; President Theodore Roosevelt used his Square Deal policy 
to stand up for workers; enforcement of Progressive laws or regulations to protect workers was 
often weak especially during 1920s when big business dominated economy; with help of federal 
government American workers moving closer to achieving American dream) 

• Includes some relevant facts, examples, and details (housing conditions: living space often one 
room or maybe two; families lived in small, unsanitary rooms; working conditions: extremely long 
hours for very little pay; employers hired workers as cheap labor in factories with unsanitary and 
dangerous conditions; Wagner Act forced employers to listen to employees and labor unions to 
negotiate fair terms and conditions) 

• Demonstrates a satisfactory plan of organization; includes an introduction that briefly summarizes 
all aspects of the task and a good conclusion that discusses the role of the federal government in 
improving living and working conditions 

 
Conclusion: Overall, the response fits the criteria for Level 3. Document interpretation leads to some 
good conclusions about the impact of bad housing and working conditions on families, workers, and 
consumers. The discussion of the extent to which efforts were successful integrates some good 
historical references that would have benefited from further explanation.  
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Practice Paper E—Score Level 4 
 
The response: 
• Develops all aspects of the task for housing conditions and for working conditions in urban areas 

during the late 1800s and early 1900s  
• Is both descriptive and analytical (housing conditions: tenement buildings not big or clean enough 

for inhabitants; Riis and Hine photographs taken 21 years apart exposed living environments of 
families and showed not much had changed; children unlikely to attend school because they were 
wage earners helping their families; much of housing for poor remained dark and dreary; working 
conditions: quality of workplace was poor and did not promote workers’ well-being; factories not 
safe and not clean; owners generally not concerned with welfare of workers; harsh conditions led 
to overwork and multiple injuries and fatalities in workplace without compensation; would take 
Great Depression in 1930s before many of Progressive proposals passed by national government) 

• Incorporates relevant information from documents 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 8, and 9 
• Incorporates relevant outside information (housing conditions: tenements owned by people who 

wanted to collect as much rent as possible from as many families as possible; families living in 
cellars and attics; future well-being of children living and working in tenements questionable as 
overwork, poor diet, and unsanitary conditions could shorten life; unclean drinking water could 
lead to typhoid fever and other sicknesses; regulations required tenement owners to spend money 
on improvements which meant might take advantage of loopholes and lax enforcement; urban 
renewal programs started as result of work of Riis and Hine; working conditions: relationship 
between factory owners and workers centered on how much work employers could get out of them; 
no safety and sanitary regulations, no minimum wage, and no limit on number of hours; no job 
security meant workers always exhausted and always worried about what would happen to families 
if unemployed; depressions such as 1890s could mean long periods of unemployment and 
hardship; newspaper photographs of Triangle Factory fire aftermath encouraged public support for 
fire and safety reforms that gained support of Theodore Roosevelt and other Progressive reformers) 

• Supports the theme with relevant facts, examples, and details (housing conditions: large families 
crammed into tightly packed rooms; poor air quality as hot, damp air full of dirt, cement powder, 
and exhaust; New York imposed strict tenement laws mandating better ventilation and sanitation to 
improve conditions; working conditions: ten- to sixteen-hour workdays and erratic pay in factories; 
bosses fined workers and cut pay for damages workers supposedly responsible for; large number of 
workers went on strike to demand better conditions; Factory Investigating Commission 
recommended increase in stairwells and fireproof construction; Progressive Party proposed 
minimum wage standard for women and an eight-hour work day) 

• Demonstrates a satisfactory plan of organization; includes an introduction that discusses how 
industrialization affected the United States and a conclusion that summarizes all aspects of the task 

 
Conclusion: Overall, the response fits the criteria for Level 4. The treatment of working conditions 
and efforts to address those conditions demonstrates a good historical understanding resulting in some 
good conclusions. Further development of the assessment of housing conditions would have benefitted 
the discussion. 
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Submitting Teacher Evaluations of the Test to the Department 
 

Suggestions and feedback from teachers provide an important contribution to the test 
development process. The Department provides an online evaluation form for State  
assessments. It contains spaces for teachers to respond to several specific questions and to 
make suggestions. Instructions for completing the evaluation form are as follows: 
 
1. Go to http://www.forms2.nysed.gov/emsc/osa/exameval/reexameval.cfm. 
 
2. Select the test title. 
 
3. Complete the required demographic fields. 
 
4. Complete each evaluation question and provide comments in the space provided. 
 
5. Click the SUBMIT button at the bottom of the page to submit the completed form. 

The Chart for Determining the Final Examination Score for the January 2019 
Regents Examination in United States History and Government will be posted on 
the Department’s web site at: http://www.p12.nysed.gov/assessment/ on the day 
of the examination. Conversion charts provided for the previous administrations 
of the United States History and Government examination must NOT be used 
to determine students’ final scores for this administration.
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